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ARGUMENT(S)
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE SERIAL NUMBER: 88/128,594 MARK: DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS
APPLICANT: Nuchas, LLC Attn: William H. Dawe, III, Examining Attorney, Law Office 108
________________________________________________________________________ Commissioner for Trademarks P.O. Box 1451
Alexandria, VA 22313-1451 REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION AFTER FINAL OFFICE ACTION Dear Madam Commissioner: In
response to Examiner?s Office Action dated July 29, 2019, please note the following. The subject application Ser. No. 88/128,594 for
registration of the mark DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS has been applied in respect of: ?Dough-enrobed foods consisting of a dough-based
wrapper with fillings consisting primarily of meats, poultry, fish, fruits and vegetables and cheese, for consumption on or off the premises;
Empanadas, for consumption on or off the premises? in Int. Cl. 30, ?Online retail store services featuring empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and
other dough pockets with fillings; online wholesale retail store services featuring empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets
with fillings; wholesale retail store services empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings; online retail store services
offering hand-held foods; food kiosk services; franchising services, namely, offering business management and assistance in establishing a
restaurant, food truck, kiosk, or food cart; retail store services offering empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings?
in Int. Cl. 35, and ?providing food and drink via a mobile truck; providing food and drink via a food cart; providing food and drink, namely,
empanadas and other dough pockets with fillings; Restaurants at temporary locations? in Int. Cl. 43. The current Application for registration of
DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS been rejected in Class 43 on: U.S. Registration No. 5,130,316 for DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT that was
registered on ?restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises? in Int. Class 43 (the "Cited
Mark"). The Cited Mark is owned by the company that runs the chain of Wendy?s hamburger and fries fast food restaurants. Reconsideration is
thought to be in order. 1. LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION: In comparing the Applicant?s DIFFIRENT DELICIOUS Mark to the Cited Mark
(DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT), the Trademark Examining Attorney stated the ?2(d) analysis regarding ?likelihood of confusion? would rely on
the multiple DuPont infringement factors. See, e.g., In re E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., 476 F.2d 1357 (C.C.P.A. 1973). These factors include,
inter alia, ?similarity of marks, similarity of goods, similarity of trade channels,? etc. However, after citing to Du Pont, the Examiner then used a
two-part analysis to reach a broad conclusion that the Applicant?s Mark is too similar to the Cited Mark, and that the goods and services are also
similar. First, the Examiner reviewed the mark for similarity in ?sight, sound, connotation and commercial impression,? and second, for
?similarity of goods/services? and ?market channels.? Based upon a multiplicity of differences overlooked by this analysis, Applicant
respectfully submits that there are substantive differences that overcome any alleged ?likelihood of confusion? objections set forth in the Office
Action. The Applicant?s Mark should therefore be allowed to proceed to registration upon the Principal Register. APPLICANT?S RESPONSES
TO THE OFFICE ACTION TWO-PART ANALYSIS: Although the Applicant?s Mark bears some similarity to the Cited Mark, there are other
factors relating to the marks that differentiate their sight, sound and commercial impression. Moreover, under the traditional Anti- Dissection
Rule, any comparison of marks for ?2(d) purposes is generally performed by viewing the marks ?as a whole.? See, e.g., Jet Inc. v. Sewage
Aeration Systems, 165 F.3d 419, 423 (6th Cir. 1999); see, also, Midwest Guaranty Bank v. Guaranty Bank, 270 F. Supp. 2d 900, 911 (E.D.
Mich. 2003); Electropix v. Liberty Livewire, 178 F. Supp. 2d 1125, 1131 (C.D.CA 2001). In this matter, it is respectfully submitted that the
Trademark Examiner did not observe the Anti-Dissection rule by failing to look at the Applicant?s Mark as a whole, and by concentrating only
on one of the two literal elements. Similarity of marks in Sight, Sound, Connotation and Commercial Impression. A. Similarities and Differences

In Sight: Applicant submits that there is no likelihood of confusion in that Applicant?s Mark and the Cited Mark are not, as the Examining
Attorney suggests, highly similar in appearance, sound, connotation, and commercial impression when viewed as a whole. The Examining
Attorney?s Section 2(d) refusal suggests that greater weight be given to the ?dominant feature? of Applicant?s mark in determining whether a
likelihood of confusion exists. The Cited Mark, according to the descriptions contained in the registration, consists of the words
"DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT". In contrast, Applicant?s Mark consists of the word mark ?DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS?. Contrary to
Examining Attorney's opinion, in the applied for mark the word DIFFERENT is the dominant feature of the mark, while in the Cited Mark, the
dominant feature is which act as an immediate visual draw for consumers, is DELICIOUSLY, both being first words in the word combinations of
both marks, and it is inappropriate both to point to the similarities between the less prominent portion of the Cited Mark and Applicant?s mark,
and to view the component segments of the marks, rather than the marks in their entirety. In re Home Builders Association of Greenville, 18
U.S.P.Q.2d 1313, 1317 (TTAB 1990); In re Hearst Corp., 25 U.S.P.Q.2d 1238, 1239 (CAFC 1992) (?marks tend to be viewed in their entireties,
and all components thereof must be given appropriate weight?), and Id. (?When GIRL is given fair weight, along with VARGA, confusion with
VARGAS becomes less likely.?). The In re Lar Mor Int'l, Inc., 221 USPQ 180 decision clearly states that in the case of the marks BIEN JOLIE
and TRES JOLIE confusion was not likely, despite the marks? substantially similar meanings, because of, inter alia, the highly laudatory nature
of the wording "JOLIE," and the "obvious visual and phonetic differences" between the marks. At the present case, similarly, despite the fact that
the Applicant and Registrant use similar wording in their respective marks, the phonetic and visual differences are so great that no confusion is
likely: the combinations of the positioning of the words are different (DIFFERENT preceding IS and DELICIOUS in the applied for mark),
while in the registered mark there is no IS, and DELICIOUSLY (different visually and phonetically from Applicant?s DELICIOUS) precedes
DIFFERENT. Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, all of these elements must be weighed to accurately ascertain the overall impression of sight of
the Applicant?s Mark. Applicant respectfully submits that the use of these additional elements was overlooked in the Office Action. As a result,
in reviewing the Applicant?s Mark as a whole under the Anti-Dissection Rule, there are numerous visual differences that would create a total
overall impression of sight that is markedly different from the impression conveyed by Cited Mark, such dissimilarity is so strong that confusion
is not likely even without Cited Mark's concentric Eye design. As a result, taken as a whole, Applicant respectfully submits the likelihood of
confusion of the Cited Mark with Applicant?s mark is reduced or eliminated. In the instant Office Action, the Examiner compares the sound of
Applicant?s Mark to the Cited Mark, ignoring the obvious differences resulting from the different first letters of the respective marks. Under the
Anti-Dissection rule, the marks should be viewed in their entirety, as a whole, to check for likelihood of confusion. See Section 1(A), supra. In
this regard, the sounds of the marks in question are totally different. Applicant respectfully submits that the test for differences in sound favor
granting Applicant registration, as confusion is not likely when the marks are compared as a whole. Further, the fact that the Applicant?s mark
and the cited mark have in common a generic term as a portion thereof is not determinative. In Royal Petroleum Corporation v. River States Oil
Company v. Union Oil Company of California, 136 USPQ 79 (TTAB 1962) the Board specifically held that ?it has been consistently held that
trademarks will not ordinarily be held confusingly similar because each of them includes a word of that type? (suggestive as opposed to
arbitrary). As a result, the Board allowed (1) Applicant Petroleum a registration for ROYAL for gasoline; (2) Applicant Union a registration for
ROYAL 76 for gasoline; (3) Applicant River a registration for ROYAL with a background ?RS? for gasolines; (4) Applicant River a registration
for ROYAL LUBE for lubricating oil. Obviously, only minor differences were required to avoid confusion. In this case, the cumulative
differences are greater than what existed in the Royal case. Applicant?s mark contains the word IS, which changes the whole meaning of the
mark. Here the marks are clearly distinguishable. "DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS" is a unitary mark formation causing the same to neither look
alike nor sound alike ?DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT?. The differences in the marks are more than sufficient to avoid confusion. Accordingly, it
is respectfully submitted that confusion is unlikely. B. Applicant?s Mark and the Cited Mark Are Dissimilar in Meaning, Connotation and
Commercial Impression. Applicant?s Mark and the Cited Mark do not have the same meaning. Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, a mark must be
weighed ?as a whole? when compared to another in ? 2(d) analysis. See Section 1.A., supra. In this case, the connotation imparted by the Cited
Mark as a whole is different from that of the Applicant?s mark. Furthermore, the connotations of each mark would be quite different even when
we were to dissect the literal elements of the respective marks. The connotation difference chiefly arises through the positioning of the adjective
DIFFERENT, verb IS, and adjective DELICIOUS in the applied for mark, and the positioning of the adverb DELICIOUSLY and adjective
DIFFERENT in the Cited Mark. In any case, DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is a fanciful term and one cannot be confused with the other ?
DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT. The connotation in the applied for mark is entirely different from the mark of the Cited Mark, and these
differences were not included in the Office Action analysis. Moreover, these differences in connotation also yield differences in Commercial
Impression. DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS, in this case, has a deeper meaning than the Cited Mark. As is described in the attached screenshots of
the Applicant?s website, in the ?OUR MISSION? portion of the ?ABOUT US? page of the Applicant?s website: ?OUR MISSION. It?s our
differences, not our similarities, that make the world a place worth living, exploring, and tasting. We are on a mission to bridge cultural divides
through unique flavors from everywhere on earth that remind us how delicious our differences can be.? Therefore, it is obvious from the above
statement that Applicant?s different approach to the food they serve ? they sell traditional Argentinian empanadas ? delicious foods that are
different, which fit in the palm of a hand (no fork or plate is necessary). The Applicant operates in New York City, a place that is very different
to any other city, American or foreign, and the Applicant celebrates cultural differences through an attempt to bridge such differences through its
food that it serves to the diverse and different crowds of New York city, through a food offering that is flavorful and different. Hence the
worldplay in its mark, i.e., DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS. Applicant further desribes on its website: ?ABOUT US. Nuchas is an American made
but internationally inspired handheld food company that sprung from a kiosk in Time Square, New York City. It became known for its awardwinning Nuchas, the ultimate evolution of an age-old concept: the handheld meal known as empanadas. Perfectly baked and purposefully shaped
to put all the flavors, aromas and colors that make up our melting pot, in the palm of your hand. In a frantically-paced society, as digitally
connected as it is culturally divided, Nuchas offer a timely marriage of culture and convenience no other handheld meal on earth can.? ?OUR
STORY & MISSION. In 2009, Ariel and his wife (Leni) arrived in New York City with two things: $9,000 and a dream! That dream? To
transform a staple of Argentinian culture ? the iconic empanada ? into a gourmet meal so delicious, so convenient and so simple that the rest of
the world would love and trust?and yes, why not, to disrupt the fast-food industry! FOR ARIEL, NEW YORK WAS THE INSPIRATION

BEHIND NUCHAS: ?I?ve always been fascinated by the fast-paced, cultural melting pot of New York, and by the competitive spirit of this city.
When it comes to food, the expectations for quality and culinary creativity are high. Whether it?s for a couple racing through the airport to catch
a plane, professionals seeking a quick lunch solution, or parents packing the lunch-bag for their kids, I envisioned Nuchas as deliciously baked
handheld meals that fit neatly in the palm of a hand (no plates, no forks, no fuss) ? simple to eat, yet brimming with complex tastes, aromas and
colors from all over the world?. In 2011, Nuchas opened its first retail location in the heart of NYC, Times Square. Soon after we opened our
first food truck, and two additional pushcarts helping us create a reputation among the NYC street food scene. In 2013, Nuchas won Rookie of
the Year Vendy Award and in the same year, we opened our second retail location in Greeley Square. In 2014, we won the People's Taste Vendy
Award and it's been fast-growing ever since.? So, the concept and idea behind the DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark, and the presentation of
the mark in the marketplace ? on Applicant?s food truck and push carts and on the Applicant?s website ? creates a commercial impression that is
vastly different from the Registrant?s commercial impression that its cited mark creates ? the Registrant, Quality is Our Recipe, LLC, is in fact
Wendy?s fast food chain, and is mostly known for its Wendy?s brand of hamburger fast food restaurants (see attached a list of Wendy?s and
other trademarks owned by the Registrant). Wendy?s does not operate any food trucks or food stands. Wendy?s sells its hamburgers from brick
and mortar fast food restaurants, that include drive through windows (thus there is no need for food trucks for Wendy?s), all around the USA, by
using its distinctive Wendy?s mark: Applicant, on the other hand, runs a New York City-based food truck enterprise consisting of on the streets
food trucks and food stands. The Applicant does not run a stationary location restaurant. No reasonable educated or even average uneducated
consumer will ever confuse Wendy?s DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT slogan when seeing it at a Wendy?s fast food joint location with
Applicant?s DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS slogan when seeing it at Applicant?s food truck or food stand in the middle of Times Square in NYC.
Wendy?s (the Registrant) does not sell empanadas. Applicant does not sell hamburgers or fries. The respective channels of trade are different.
The respective customers are different (eaters of Wendy?s horrible, harmful and unhealthy fast food, including hamburgers and fries, who do not
take care of themselves or their diet and do not watch what they eat, in the case of the Registrant, versus Applicant?s healthy empanadas (which
include vegetarian only filling options and other healthy fillings such as 100% vegan empanada fillings ? see attached menus) eating lunch crown
in Manhattan, New York). Applicant says on its website: ?UNLIKE THE HOT DOG, WE KNOW WHAT'S INSIDE. We prepare all the recipes
by hand and use no fillers or additives commonly added to cut corners or lower costs. We carefully choose premium and genuinely raw
ingredients from purveyors that share core values and are source verified (no added hormones and no antibiotics).? Furthermore, Nuchas the
Applicant sells beer and wine at its food stands, while Wendy?s does not sell alcohol at its fast food joints. Below is an advert display at one of
the Applicant?s food stands showing that Beer and Wine are for sale at that location: ïƒª Thus, the healthy vegetarian and vegan food and beer and
wine consuming public at the Applicant?s food trucks and food stands in Manhattan is very different from the unhealthy fast food eating sugary
sodas guzzling customers of Wendy?s. As the attached Wendy?s press release from February 11, 2016, stated: ?? participating Wendy's in
Gainesville, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, Tallahassee, Tampa and West Palm are offering customers the opportunity to try the deliciously
different Dave's Single? for only $0.69 on Tuesday February 16, 2016.? ?Dave?s Single? is a known Wendy?s trademark. A consumer will not
confuse a ?deliciously different? Dave?s Single hamburger, which is clearly a product of Wendy?s, with Applicant?s DIFFERENT IS
DELICIOUS slogan on its food truck selling empanadas, not hamburgers. Word Mark DAVE'S SINGLE Goods and Services IC 030. US 046. G
& S: Sandwiches. FIRST USE: 20151223. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 20160129 Standard Characters Claimed Mark Drawing Code (4)
STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Serial Number 86871870 Filing Date January 11, 2016 Current Basis 1A Original Filing Basis 1B
Published for Opposition April 19, 2016 Registration Number 5143139 Registration Date February 14, 2017 Owner (REGISTRANT) Quality Is
Our Recipe, LLC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DELAWARE One Dave Thomas Boulevard Dublin OHIO 43017 Attorney of Record
Ryan M. Bednarczuk Prior Registrations 2149353;2695097;4541838 Disclaimer NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "SINGLE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN Type of Mark TRADEMARK Register PRINCIPAL Other Data The name(s),
portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. Live/Dead Indicator LIVE The color schemes
that Applicant uses on its food trucks an in which it displays it DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark (brown-orange and black colors) different
from Wendy?s red color scheme on its restaurants and restaurant displays showing the DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT mark (red and white).
Examiner argues in his Final Office Action that ?It is noted that it is common for restaurants to have mobile restaurant services.? However, that
is not accurate at all. It is actually not the case at all that restaurants would commonly have a food truck or a food cart outside of the actual
restaurant. If anything, to the contrary, food truck provision of food culture is a unique phenomenon unrelated to brick and mortar restaurants ?
the whole concept behind a food truck or a food cart is that it is an economical mobile alternative to a restaurant, and the prices on food trucks
and carts are much lower than at restaurants, and the wait time for food is much shorter at food trucks versus restaurants. As is described in the
attached Exhibit article from www.forkandtruck.com, ?5 Reasons Food Trucks Are Better Than Restaurants?, food trucks are a different
phenomenon to restaurants, and ?food trucks are actually better than restaurants? because of ?1) faster service; 2) cleaner and safer food; 3)
lower prices; 4) avoid restaurant hassles; 5) variety of foods?. Therefore, even if some restaurants may also sell their food from a truck, at food
festivals, etc., those are usually isolated one time events, whereas food trucks are an intended and specific alternative to brick and mortar
restaurants, that exists for the reasons described above. Applicant's mark is created to celebrate humanity?s differences, including those in foods,
and to celebrate deliciousness of food. The DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is a tribute to Applicant?s empanadas that contain a variety of
ingredients from all over the world. The Cited Mark on the other hand, does not convey any messages near what Applicant has to offer. In the
attached exhibits and at one of the above advertising images by Wendy?s, it is clearly shown that Wendy?s, the Registrant, offers a ?Dave?s
Single, Double and Triple Deliciously Different?. It is a specific kind of Wendy?s hamburger, the Dave?s Single, which is a registered trademark
of Wendy?s aka Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC. Wendy?s is promoting its Dave?s Single hamburger that is sold at its brick and mortar restaurants
as being DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT, not empanadas sold off a truck at Times Square, New York City. Lastly, In Aries Systems Corp. v.
World Book Inc., 26 U.S.P.Q.2d 1926, 1932 (TTAB 1993). The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (the ?Board?) has found that even in
circumstances in which: (1) the class of goods of subject marks are the same; (2) the goods to which the subject marks attach travel in the same
channels of trade; (3) the goods are purchased by the same or similar consumers; and (4) a cited registrant?s marks had ?come to serve as a very
strong indication of origin,? a dissimilarity with respect to sight, sound, significance, and commercial impression alone may preclude any

reasonable likelihood of confusion. Champagne Louis Roederer S.A. v. Delicato Vineyards, 148 F.3d 1373, 1374-75, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1459, 1460
(Fed. Cir. 1998). In that case, the Federal Circuit affirmed the Board?s decision that there was no likelihood of confusion between CRYSTAL
CREEK for wine and CRISTAL for ?wine, including champagne? because of the differences in the marks, despite findings that classes of goods,
channels of trade, and purchasers were similar, and that registrant?s marks were strongly indicative of origin. See id. at 1375, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d at
1460. Like the CRYSTAL CREEK and CRISTAL marks in the Champagne Louis Roederer case, Applicant submits that this case is similar to
the above Champagne Louis Roederer case, and its DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark and the Cited Mark evoke very different images in the
minds of relevant consumers, as is described and shown above. Applicant?s DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark, as explained earlier, is a tribute
to humans? differences, including differences in foods and food ingredients, who co-exist in a diverse human beehive such as New York City,
and those differences are delicious, as Applicant states on its website (attached). The Registrant, Wendy?s, pushes forward its advertising slogan
where it claims that it is Dave?s Single, its hamburger, that is DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT. These two slogans, therefore, conjure entirely
different commercial impressions in the minds of consumers. All things considered, the marks are nothing alike and they each conjure a different
commercial impression. Thus, confusion is unlikely. For these reasons above, Applicant respectfully requests that the Application be approved
for publication. Respectfully Submitted, Date: 26 January 2020 /David D. Postolski/______ David D. Postolski Gearhart Law LLC 41 River Rd,
Summit, NJ 07901 Tel: 908-273-0700 Email: david@gearhartlaw.com
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DESCRIPTION OF
EVIDENCE FILE

Images of Applicant's website, menus, food trucks and food stands, all showing Applicant's mark; images of Wendy's
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Request for Reconsideration after Final Action
To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
Application serial no. 88128594 DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS(Standard Characters, see https://tmngal.uspto.gov/resting2/api/img/88128594/large) has been amended as follows:
ARGUMENT(S)
In response to the substantive refusal(s), please note the following:
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE SERIAL NUMBER: 88/128,594 MARK: DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS
APPLICANT: Nuchas, LLC Attn: William H. Dawe, III, Examining Attorney, Law Office 108
________________________________________________________________________ Commissioner for Trademarks P.O. Box 1451
Alexandria, VA 22313-1451 REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION AFTER FINAL OFFICE ACTION Dear Madam Commissioner: In
response to Examiner?s Office Action dated July 29, 2019, please note the following. The subject application Ser. No. 88/128,594 for registration
of the mark DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS has been applied in respect of: ?Dough-enrobed foods consisting of a dough-based wrapper with
fillings consisting primarily of meats, poultry, fish, fruits and vegetables and cheese, for consumption on or off the premises; Empanadas, for
consumption on or off the premises? in Int. Cl. 30, ?Online retail store services featuring empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough
pockets with fillings; online wholesale retail store services featuring empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings;
wholesale retail store services empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings; online retail store services offering
hand-held foods; food kiosk services; franchising services, namely, offering business management and assistance in establishing a restaurant,
food truck, kiosk, or food cart; retail store services offering empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings? in Int. Cl.

35, and ?providing food and drink via a mobile truck; providing food and drink via a food cart; providing food and drink, namely, empanadas and
other dough pockets with fillings; Restaurants at temporary locations? in Int. Cl. 43. The current Application for registration of DIFFERENT IS
DELICIOUS been rejected in Class 43 on: U.S. Registration No. 5,130,316 for DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT that was registered on ?restaurant
services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises? in Int. Class 43 (the "Cited Mark"). The Cited Mark
is owned by the company that runs the chain of Wendy?s hamburger and fries fast food restaurants. Reconsideration is thought to be in order. 1.
LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION: In comparing the Applicant?s DIFFIRENT DELICIOUS Mark to the Cited Mark (DELICIOUSLY
DIFFERENT), the Trademark Examining Attorney stated the ?2(d) analysis regarding ?likelihood of confusion? would rely on the multiple
DuPont infringement factors. See, e.g., In re E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., 476 F.2d 1357 (C.C.P.A. 1973). These factors include, inter alia,
?similarity of marks, similarity of goods, similarity of trade channels,? etc. However, after citing to Du Pont, the Examiner then used a two-part
analysis to reach a broad conclusion that the Applicant?s Mark is too similar to the Cited Mark, and that the goods and services are also similar.
First, the Examiner reviewed the mark for similarity in ?sight, sound, connotation and commercial impression,? and second, for ?similarity of
goods/services? and ?market channels.? Based upon a multiplicity of differences overlooked by this analysis, Applicant respectfully submits that
there are substantive differences that overcome any alleged ?likelihood of confusion? objections set forth in the Office Action. The Applicant?s
Mark should therefore be allowed to proceed to registration upon the Principal Register. APPLICANT?S RESPONSES TO THE OFFICE
ACTION TWO-PART ANALYSIS: Although the Applicant?s Mark bears some similarity to the Cited Mark, there are other factors relating to
the marks that differentiate their sight, sound and commercial impression. Moreover, under the traditional Anti- Dissection Rule, any comparison
of marks for ?2(d) purposes is generally performed by viewing the marks ?as a whole.? See, e.g., Jet Inc. v. Sewage Aeration Systems, 165 F.3d
419, 423 (6th Cir. 1999); see, also, Midwest Guaranty Bank v. Guaranty Bank, 270 F. Supp. 2d 900, 911 (E.D. Mich. 2003); Electropix v.
Liberty Livewire, 178 F. Supp. 2d 1125, 1131 (C.D.CA 2001). In this matter, it is respectfully submitted that the Trademark Examiner did not
observe the Anti-Dissection rule by failing to look at the Applicant?s Mark as a whole, and by concentrating only on one of the two literal
elements. Similarity of marks in Sight, Sound, Connotation and Commercial Impression. A. Similarities and Differences In Sight: Applicant
submits that there is no likelihood of confusion in that Applicant?s Mark and the Cited Mark are not, as the Examining Attorney suggests, highly
similar in appearance, sound, connotation, and commercial impression when viewed as a whole. The Examining Attorney?s Section 2(d) refusal
suggests that greater weight be given to the ?dominant feature? of Applicant?s mark in determining whether a likelihood of confusion exists. The
Cited Mark, according to the descriptions contained in the registration, consists of the words "DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT". In contrast,
Applicant?s Mark consists of the word mark ?DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS?. Contrary to Examining Attorney's opinion, in the applied for mark
the word DIFFERENT is the dominant feature of the mark, while in the Cited Mark, the dominant feature is which act as an immediate visual
draw for consumers, is DELICIOUSLY, both being first words in the word combinations of both marks, and it is inappropriate both to point to
the similarities between the less prominent portion of the Cited Mark and Applicant?s mark, and to view the component segments of the marks,
rather than the marks in their entirety. In re Home Builders Association of Greenville, 18 U.S.P.Q.2d 1313, 1317 (TTAB 1990); In re Hearst
Corp., 25 U.S.P.Q.2d 1238, 1239 (CAFC 1992) (?marks tend to be viewed in their entireties, and all components thereof must be given
appropriate weight?), and Id. (?When GIRL is given fair weight, along with VARGA, confusion with VARGAS becomes less likely.?). The In re
Lar Mor Int'l, Inc., 221 USPQ 180 decision clearly states that in the case of the marks BIEN JOLIE and TRES JOLIE confusion was not likely,
despite the marks? substantially similar meanings, because of, inter alia, the highly laudatory nature of the wording "JOLIE," and the "obvious
visual and phonetic differences" between the marks. At the present case, similarly, despite the fact that the Applicant and Registrant use similar
wording in their respective marks, the phonetic and visual differences are so great that no confusion is likely: the combinations of the positioning
of the words are different (DIFFERENT preceding IS and DELICIOUS in the applied for mark), while in the registered mark there is no IS, and
DELICIOUSLY (different visually and phonetically from Applicant?s DELICIOUS) precedes DIFFERENT. Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, all
of these elements must be weighed to accurately ascertain the overall impression of sight of the Applicant?s Mark. Applicant respectfully submits
that the use of these additional elements was overlooked in the Office Action. As a result, in reviewing the Applicant?s Mark as a whole under
the Anti-Dissection Rule, there are numerous visual differences that would create a total overall impression of sight that is markedly different
from the impression conveyed by Cited Mark, such dissimilarity is so strong that confusion is not likely even without Cited Mark's concentric
Eye design. As a result, taken as a whole, Applicant respectfully submits the likelihood of confusion of the Cited Mark with Applicant?s mark is
reduced or eliminated. In the instant Office Action, the Examiner compares the sound of Applicant?s Mark to the Cited Mark, ignoring the
obvious differences resulting from the different first letters of the respective marks. Under the Anti-Dissection rule, the marks should be viewed
in their entirety, as a whole, to check for likelihood of confusion. See Section 1(A), supra. In this regard, the sounds of the marks in question are
totally different. Applicant respectfully submits that the test for differences in sound favor granting Applicant registration, as confusion is not
likely when the marks are compared as a whole. Further, the fact that the Applicant?s mark and the cited mark have in common a generic term as
a portion thereof is not determinative. In Royal Petroleum Corporation v. River States Oil Company v. Union Oil Company of California, 136
USPQ 79 (TTAB 1962) the Board specifically held that ?it has been consistently held that trademarks will not ordinarily be held confusingly
similar because each of them includes a word of that type? (suggestive as opposed to arbitrary). As a result, the Board allowed (1) Applicant
Petroleum a registration for ROYAL for gasoline; (2) Applicant Union a registration for ROYAL 76 for gasoline; (3) Applicant River a
registration for ROYAL with a background ?RS? for gasolines; (4) Applicant River a registration for ROYAL LUBE for lubricating oil.
Obviously, only minor differences were required to avoid confusion. In this case, the cumulative differences are greater than what existed in the
Royal case. Applicant?s mark contains the word IS, which changes the whole meaning of the mark. Here the marks are clearly distinguishable.
"DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS" is a unitary mark formation causing the same to neither look alike nor sound alike ?DELICIOUSLY
DIFFERENT?. The differences in the marks are more than sufficient to avoid confusion. Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that confusion
is unlikely. B. Applicant?s Mark and the Cited Mark Are Dissimilar in Meaning, Connotation and Commercial Impression. Applicant?s Mark
and the Cited Mark do not have the same meaning. Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, a mark must be weighed ?as a whole? when compared to
another in ? 2(d) analysis. See Section 1.A., supra. In this case, the connotation imparted by the Cited Mark as a whole is different from that of
the Applicant?s mark. Furthermore, the connotations of each mark would be quite different even when we were to dissect the literal elements of

the respective marks. The connotation difference chiefly arises through the positioning of the adjective DIFFERENT, verb IS, and adjective
DELICIOUS in the applied for mark, and the positioning of the adverb DELICIOUSLY and adjective DIFFERENT in the Cited Mark. In any
case, DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is a fanciful term and one cannot be confused with the other ? DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT. The
connotation in the applied for mark is entirely different from the mark of the Cited Mark, and these differences were not included in the Office
Action analysis. Moreover, these differences in connotation also yield differences in Commercial Impression. DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS, in
this case, has a deeper meaning than the Cited Mark. As is described in the attached screenshots of the Applicant?s website, in the ?OUR
MISSION? portion of the ?ABOUT US? page of the Applicant?s website: ?OUR MISSION. It?s our differences, not our similarities, that make
the world a place worth living, exploring, and tasting. We are on a mission to bridge cultural divides through unique flavors from everywhere on
earth that remind us how delicious our differences can be.? Therefore, it is obvious from the above statement that Applicant?s different approach
to the food they serve ? they sell traditional Argentinian empanadas ? delicious foods that are different, which fit in the palm of a hand (no fork or
plate is necessary). The Applicant operates in New York City, a place that is very different to any other city, American or foreign, and the
Applicant celebrates cultural differences through an attempt to bridge such differences through its food that it serves to the diverse and different
crowds of New York city, through a food offering that is flavorful and different. Hence the worldplay in its mark, i.e., DIFFERENT IS
DELICIOUS. Applicant further desribes on its website: ?ABOUT US. Nuchas is an American made but internationally inspired handheld food
company that sprung from a kiosk in Time Square, New York City. It became known for its award-winning Nuchas, the ultimate evolution of an
age-old concept: the handheld meal known as empanadas. Perfectly baked and purposefully shaped to put all the flavors, aromas and colors that
make up our melting pot, in the palm of your hand. In a frantically-paced society, as digitally connected as it is culturally divided, Nuchas offer a
timely marriage of culture and convenience no other handheld meal on earth can.? ?OUR STORY & MISSION. In 2009, Ariel and his wife
(Leni) arrived in New York City with two things: $9,000 and a dream! That dream? To transform a staple of Argentinian culture ? the iconic
empanada ? into a gourmet meal so delicious, so convenient and so simple that the rest of the world would love and trust?and yes, why not, to
disrupt the fast-food industry! FOR ARIEL, NEW YORK WAS THE INSPIRATION BEHIND NUCHAS: ?I?ve always been fascinated by the
fast-paced, cultural melting pot of New York, and by the competitive spirit of this city. When it comes to food, the expectations for quality and
culinary creativity are high. Whether it?s for a couple racing through the airport to catch a plane, professionals seeking a quick lunch solution, or
parents packing the lunch-bag for their kids, I envisioned Nuchas as deliciously baked handheld meals that fit neatly in the palm of a hand (no
plates, no forks, no fuss) ? simple to eat, yet brimming with complex tastes, aromas and colors from all over the world?. In 2011, Nuchas opened
its first retail location in the heart of NYC, Times Square. Soon after we opened our first food truck, and two additional pushcarts helping us
create a reputation among the NYC street food scene. In 2013, Nuchas won Rookie of the Year Vendy Award and in the same year, we opened
our second retail location in Greeley Square. In 2014, we won the People's Taste Vendy Award and it's been fast-growing ever since.? So, the
concept and idea behind the DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark, and the presentation of the mark in the marketplace ? on Applicant?s food truck
and push carts and on the Applicant?s website ? creates a commercial impression that is vastly different from the Registrant?s commercial
impression that its cited mark creates ? the Registrant, Quality is Our Recipe, LLC, is in fact Wendy?s fast food chain, and is mostly known for
its Wendy?s brand of hamburger fast food restaurants (see attached a list of Wendy?s and other trademarks owned by the Registrant). Wendy?s
does not operate any food trucks or food stands. Wendy?s sells its hamburgers from brick and mortar fast food restaurants, that include drive
through windows (thus there is no need for food trucks for Wendy?s), all around the USA, by using its distinctive Wendy?s mark: Applicant, on
the other hand, runs a New York City-based food truck enterprise consisting of on the streets food trucks and food stands. The Applicant does not
run a stationary location restaurant. No reasonable educated or even average uneducated consumer will ever confuse Wendy?s DELICIOUSLY
DIFFERENT slogan when seeing it at a Wendy?s fast food joint location with Applicant?s DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS slogan when seeing it
at Applicant?s food truck or food stand in the middle of Times Square in NYC. Wendy?s (the Registrant) does not sell empanadas. Applicant
does not sell hamburgers or fries. The respective channels of trade are different. The respective customers are different (eaters of Wendy?s
horrible, harmful and unhealthy fast food, including hamburgers and fries, who do not take care of themselves or their diet and do not watch what
they eat, in the case of the Registrant, versus Applicant?s healthy empanadas (which include vegetarian only filling options and other healthy
fillings such as 100% vegan empanada fillings ? see attached menus) eating lunch crown in Manhattan, New York). Applicant says on its
website: ?UNLIKE THE HOT DOG, WE KNOW WHAT'S INSIDE. We prepare all the recipes by hand and use no fillers or additives
commonly added to cut corners or lower costs. We carefully choose premium and genuinely raw ingredients from purveyors that share core
values and are source verified (no added hormones and no antibiotics).? Furthermore, Nuchas the Applicant sells beer and wine at its food stands,
while Wendy?s does not sell alcohol at its fast food joints. Below is an advert display at one of the Applicant?s food stands showing that Beer
and Wine are for sale at that location: ïƒª Thus, the healthy vegetarian and vegan food and beer and wine consuming public at the Applicant?s food
trucks and food stands in Manhattan is very different from the unhealthy fast food eating sugary sodas guzzling customers of Wendy?s. As the
attached Wendy?s press release from February 11, 2016, stated: ?? participating Wendy's in Gainesville, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando,
Tallahassee, Tampa and West Palm are offering customers the opportunity to try the deliciously different Dave's Single? for only $0.69 on
Tuesday February 16, 2016.? ?Dave?s Single? is a known Wendy?s trademark. A consumer will not confuse a ?deliciously different? Dave?s
Single hamburger, which is clearly a product of Wendy?s, with Applicant?s DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS slogan on its food truck selling
empanadas, not hamburgers. Word Mark DAVE'S SINGLE Goods and Services IC 030. US 046. G & S: Sandwiches. FIRST USE: 20151223.
FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 20160129 Standard Characters Claimed Mark Drawing Code (4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Serial
Number 86871870 Filing Date January 11, 2016 Current Basis 1A Original Filing Basis 1B Published for Opposition April 19, 2016 Registration
Number 5143139 Registration Date February 14, 2017 Owner (REGISTRANT) Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
DELAWARE One Dave Thomas Boulevard Dublin OHIO 43017 Attorney of Record Ryan M. Bednarczuk Prior Registrations 2149353;
2695097;4541838 Disclaimer NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SINGLE" APART FROM THE MARK AS
SHOWN Type of Mark TRADEMARK Register PRINCIPAL Other Data The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does
not identify a particular living individual. Live/Dead Indicator LIVE The color schemes that Applicant uses on its food trucks an in which it
displays it DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark (brown-orange and black colors) different from Wendy?s red color scheme on its restaurants and

restaurant displays showing the DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT mark (red and white). Examiner argues in his Final Office Action that ?It is noted
that it is common for restaurants to have mobile restaurant services.? However, that is not accurate at all. It is actually not the case at all that
restaurants would commonly have a food truck or a food cart outside of the actual restaurant. If anything, to the contrary, food truck provision of
food culture is a unique phenomenon unrelated to brick and mortar restaurants ? the whole concept behind a food truck or a food cart is that it is
an economical mobile alternative to a restaurant, and the prices on food trucks and carts are much lower than at restaurants, and the wait time for
food is much shorter at food trucks versus restaurants. As is described in the attached Exhibit article from www.forkandtruck.com, ?5 Reasons
Food Trucks Are Better Than Restaurants?, food trucks are a different phenomenon to restaurants, and ?food trucks are actually better than
restaurants? because of ?1) faster service; 2) cleaner and safer food; 3) lower prices; 4) avoid restaurant hassles; 5) variety of foods?. Therefore,
even if some restaurants may also sell their food from a truck, at food festivals, etc., those are usually isolated one time events, whereas food
trucks are an intended and specific alternative to brick and mortar restaurants, that exists for the reasons described above. Applicant's mark is
created to celebrate humanity?s differences, including those in foods, and to celebrate deliciousness of food. The DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is
a tribute to Applicant?s empanadas that contain a variety of ingredients from all over the world. The Cited Mark on the other hand, does not
convey any messages near what Applicant has to offer. In the attached exhibits and at one of the above advertising images by Wendy?s, it is
clearly shown that Wendy?s, the Registrant, offers a ?Dave?s Single, Double and Triple Deliciously Different?. It is a specific kind of Wendy?s
hamburger, the Dave?s Single, which is a registered trademark of Wendy?s aka Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC. Wendy?s is promoting its Dave?s
Single hamburger that is sold at its brick and mortar restaurants as being DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT, not empanadas sold off a truck at Times
Square, New York City. Lastly, In Aries Systems Corp. v. World Book Inc., 26 U.S.P.Q.2d 1926, 1932 (TTAB 1993). The Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board (the ?Board?) has found that even in circumstances in which: (1) the class of goods of subject marks are the same; (2) the goods to
which the subject marks attach travel in the same channels of trade; (3) the goods are purchased by the same or similar consumers; and (4) a cited
registrant?s marks had ?come to serve as a very strong indication of origin,? a dissimilarity with respect to sight, sound, significance, and
commercial impression alone may preclude any reasonable likelihood of confusion. Champagne Louis Roederer S.A. v. Delicato Vineyards, 148
F.3d 1373, 1374-75, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1459, 1460 (Fed. Cir. 1998). In that case, the Federal Circuit affirmed the Board?s decision that there was no
likelihood of confusion between CRYSTAL CREEK for wine and CRISTAL for ?wine, including champagne? because of the differences in the
marks, despite findings that classes of goods, channels of trade, and purchasers were similar, and that registrant?s marks were strongly indicative
of origin. See id. at 1375, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1460. Like the CRYSTAL CREEK and CRISTAL marks in the Champagne Louis Roederer case,
Applicant submits that this case is similar to the above Champagne Louis Roederer case, and its DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark and the
Cited Mark evoke very different images in the minds of relevant consumers, as is described and shown above. Applicant?s DIFFERENT IS
DELICIOUS mark, as explained earlier, is a tribute to humans? differences, including differences in foods and food ingredients, who co-exist in a
diverse human beehive such as New York City, and those differences are delicious, as Applicant states on its website (attached). The Registrant,
Wendy?s, pushes forward its advertising slogan where it claims that it is Dave?s Single, its hamburger, that is DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT.
These two slogans, therefore, conjure entirely different commercial impressions in the minds of consumers. All things considered, the marks are
nothing alike and they each conjure a different commercial impression. Thus, confusion is unlikely. For these reasons above, Applicant
respectfully requests that the Application be approved for publication. Respectfully Submitted, Date: 26 January 2020 /David D.
Postolski/______ David D. Postolski Gearhart Law LLC 41 River Rd, Summit, NJ 07901 Tel: 908-273-0700 Email: david@gearhartlaw.com
EVIDENCE
Evidence in the nature of Images of Applicant's website, menus, food trucks and food stands, all showing Applicant's mark; images of Wendy's
menus, fast food restaurants, adverts showing Registrant's Cited Mark. has been attached.
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Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Postcard__Empanadas_from_Nuchas___Saveur.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 10 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Evidence-7
Evidence-8
Evidence-9
Evidence-10
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Nuchas_Jumps_Into_The_Tank_on_ABC_s_Shark_Tank___Nuchas.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 4 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Nuchas_-_Home___Facebook.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 6 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Nuchas_Empanadas_on_Shark_Tank__5_Fast_Facts___Heavy.com.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 12 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Evidence-7
Evidence-8
Evidence-9

Evidence-10
Evidence-11
Evidence-12
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Quality_Is_Our_Recipe__LLC_Trademarks____Justia_Trademarks.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 10 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Evidence-7
Evidence-8
Evidence-9
Evidence-10
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._tes_customers_to_try_the_deliciously_different_Dave_s_Single.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 2 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Wendy_s_Shows_it_s__Deliciously_Different__with_New_Campaign.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 2 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._liciously_Different___5_Questions_With_Wendy_s_CMO_Kurt_Kane.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 11 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Evidence-7
Evidence-8
Evidence-9
Evidence-10
Evidence-11
Original PDF file:
evi_1-729016546-20200126221352856456_._tes_customers_to_try_the_deliciously_different_Dave_s_Single.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 2 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Original PDF file:
evi_2-729016546-20200126221352856456_._tes_customers_to_try_the_deliciously_different_Dave_s_Single.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 2 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Dave_sSingleReg.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 2 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._asons_Food_Trucks_Are_Better_Than_Restaurants___Fork___Truck.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 8 pages)
Evidence-1

Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Evidence-7
Evidence-8
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Nuchas_-_Portobello_-_Nutrition_Facts.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 1 page)
Evidence-1
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Portobello___Nuchas.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 4 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._NuchasSpicyCheese.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 1 page)
Evidence-1
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Vegan.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 1 page)
Evidence-1
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Seitan_al_Pastor___Nuchas.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 4 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Shiitake_Curry___Nuchas.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 4 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Nuchas_-_Shiitake_Curry_-_Nutrition_Facts.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 1 page)
Evidence-1
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._ImmigrNuchas.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 10 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Evidence-7
Evidence-8
Evidence-9
Evidence-10
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._nding_Lunch_in_the_Food_Wasteland_of_NYC_s_Midtown_Manhattan.pdf

Converted PDF file(s) ( 4 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._Nuchas_Catering_Menu.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 2 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Original PDF file:
evi_729016546-20200126221352856456_._t_Is_Delicious_-_Draft_-_Response_to_OA_1_26_2020_Compressed.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 25 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
Evidence-4
Evidence-5
Evidence-6
Evidence-7
Evidence-8
Evidence-9
Evidence-10
Evidence-11
Evidence-12
Evidence-13
Evidence-14
Evidence-15
Evidence-16
Evidence-17
Evidence-18
Evidence-19
Evidence-20
Evidence-21
Evidence-22
Evidence-23
Evidence-24
Evidence-25
The applicant's current attorney information: David D. Postolski. David D. Postolski of GEARHART LAW LLC, is located at
41 RIVER ROAD INNOVATION PLAZA
SUMMIT, New Jersey 07901
US
The docket/reference number is 2496NL5TM1US.
The phone number is 908-273-0700.
The fax number is 9082730711.
The email address is David@gearhartlaw.com
The applicants proposed attorney information: David D. Postolski. Other appointed attorneys are Sergei Orel. David D. Postolski of
GEARHART LAW LLC, is a member of the XX bar, admitted to the bar in XXXX, bar membership no. XXX, and the attorney(s) is located at
41 RIVER ROAD INNOVATION PLAZA
SUMMIT, New Jersey 07901
United States
The docket/reference number is 2496NL5TM1US.

The phone number is 908-273-0700.
The fax number is 9082730711.
The email address is David@gearhartlaw.com
David D. Postolski submitted the following statement: The attorney of record is an active member in good standing of the bar of the highest court
of a U.S. state, the District of Columbia, or any U.S. Commonwealth or territory.

The applicant's current correspondence information: DAVID D. POSTOLSKI. DAVID D. POSTOLSKI of GEARHART LAW LLC, is located
at
41 RIVER ROAD INNOVATION PLAZA
SUMMIT, New Jersey 07901
US
The docket/reference number is 2496NL5TM1US.
The phone number is 908-273-0700.
The fax number is 9082730711.
The email address is USTMDocket@gearhartlaw.com; David@gearhartlaw.com
The applicants proposed correspondence information: David D. Postolski. David D. Postolski of GEARHART LAW LLC, is located at
41 RIVER ROAD INNOVATION PLAZA
SUMMIT, New Jersey 07901
United States
The docket/reference number is 2496NL5TM1US.
The phone number is 908-273-0700.
The fax number is 9082730711.
The email address is David@gearhartlaw.com; ustmdocket@gearhartlaw.com
SIGNATURE(S)
Request for Reconsideration Signature
Signature: /David D. Postolski/ Date: 01/26/2020
Signatory's Name: David D. Postolski
Signatory's Position: Attorney of Record, NY Bar Member
The signatory has confirmed that he/she is a U.S.-licensed attorney who is an active member in good standing of the bar of the highest court of a
U.S. state (including the District of Columbia and any U.S. Commonwealth or territory); and he/she is currently the owner's/holder's attorney or
an associate thereof; and to the best of his/her knowledge, if prior to his/her appointment another U.S.-licensed attorney not currently associated
with his/her company/firm previously represented the owner/holder in this matter: the owner/holder has revoked their power of attorney by a
signed revocation or substitute power of attorney with the USPTO; the USPTO has granted that attorney's withdrawal request; the owner/holder
has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her in this matter; or the owner's/holder's appointed U.S.-licensed attorney has filed a power of
attorney appointing him/her as an associate attorney in this matter.
The applicant is not filing a Notice of Appeal in conjunction with this Request for Reconsideration.
Mailing Address: DAVID D. POSTOLSKI
GEARHART LAW LLC
41 RIVER ROAD INNOVATION PLAZA
SUMMIT, New Jersey 07901
Mailing Address: David D. Postolski
GEARHART LAW LLC
41 RIVER ROAD INNOVATION PLAZA

SUMMIT, New Jersey 07901
Serial Number: 88128594
Internet Transmission Date: Sun Jan 26 22:50:34 EST 2020
TEAS Stamp: USPTO/RFR-XX.XX.XXX.XX-20200126225034037
099-88128594-70010324e60f54821a47328e667
82b77932242a639127abb859c7fdc8c2418219-N
/A-N/A-20200126221352856456

Docket No.: 2496.AB 05 TM 1 US

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
SERIAL NUMBER: 88/128,594
MARK: DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS
APPLICANT: Nuchas, LLC
Attn: William H. Dawe, III, Examining Attorney, Law Office 108

Commissioner for Trademarks
P.O. Box 1451
Alexandria, VA 22313-1451
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION AFTER FINAL OFFICE ACTION
Dear Madam Commissioner:
In response to Examiner's Office Action dated July 29, 2019, please note the following.
The subject application Ser. No. 88/128,594 for registration of the mark DIFFERENT IS
DELICIOUS has been applied in respect of:
"Dough-enrobed foods consisting of a dough-based wrapper with fillings consisting
primarily of meats, poultry, fish, fruits and vegetables and cheese, for consumption on or
off the premises; Empanadas, for consumption on or off the premises" in Int. Cl. 30,
" Online retail store services featuring empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other
dough pockets w ith fillings; online wholesale retail store services featuring empanadas,
croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings; wholesale retail store
services empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings; online
retail store services offering hand-held foods ; food kiosk services; franchising services,
namely, offering business management and assistance in establishing a restaurant, food
truck, kiosk, or food cart; retail store services offering empanadas, croissants,
medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings" in Int. Cl. 35,
and
"providing food and drink via a mobile truck; providing food and drink via a food cart;
providing food and drink, namely, empanadas and other dough pockets with fillings;
Restaurants at temporary locations" in Int. Cl. 43.
The current Application for registration of DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS been rejected in
Class 43 on:
U.S. Registration No. 5,130,316 for DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT that was registered on
"restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off
the premises" in Int. Class 43 (the "Cited Mark").

Docket No.: 2496.AB 05 TM 1 US

The Cited Mark is owned by the company that runs the chain of Wendy' s hamburger and
fries fast food restaurants.
Reconsideration is thought to be in order.
1. LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION:

In comparing the Applicant's DIFFIRENT DELICIOUS Mark to the Cited Mark
(DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT), the Trademark Examining Attorney stated the §2(d)
analysis regarding "likelihood of confusion" would rely on the multiple DuPont
infringement factors. See, e.g. , In re E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. , 476 F.2d 1357
(C.C.P.A. 1973). These factors include, inter aha, "similarity of marks, similarity of
goods, similarity of trade channels," etc.

However, after citing to Du Pont, the Examiner then used a two-part analysis to
reach a broad conclusion that the Applicant's Mark is too similar to the Cited Mark, and
that the goods and services are also similar. First, the Examiner reviewed the mark for
similarity in "sight, sound, connotation and commercial impression," and second, for
"similarity of goods/services" and "market channels." Based upon a multiplicity of
differences overlooked by this analysis, Applicant respectfully submits that there are
substantive differences that overcome any alleged "likelihood of confusion" objections
set forth in the Office Action. The Applicant's Mark should therefore be allowed to
proceed to registration upon the Principal Register.
APPLICANT'S RESPONSES TO THE OFFICE ACTION TWO-PART ANALYSIS:
Although the Applicant's Mark bears some similarity to the Cited Mark, there are
other factors relating to the marks that differentiate their sight, sound and commercial
impression. Moreover, under the traditional Anti-Dissection Rule, any comparison of
marks for §2(d) purposes is generally performed by viewing the marks "as a whole."
th
See, e.g., Jet Inc. v. Sewage Aeration Systems, 165 F .3d 419, 423 (6 Cir. 1999); see,
also, Midwest Guaranty Bank v. Guaranty Bank, 270 F. Supp. 2d 900, 911 (E.D. Mich.
2003); Electropix v. Libertv Livewire, 178 F. Supp. 2d 1125, 1131 (C.D.CA 2001). In
this matter, it is respectfully submitted that the Trademark Examiner did not observe the
Anti-Dissection rule by failing to look at the Applicant' s Mark as a whole, and by
concentrating only on one of the two literal elements.

Similadty of marks in Sight, Sound, Connotation and Comme1·cial Imprnssion.
A. Similadties and Differences In Sight:

Applicant submits that there is no likelihood of confusion in that Applicant's
Mark and the Cited Mark are not, as the Examining Attorney suggests, highly similar in
appearance, sound, connotation, and commercial impression when viewed as a whole.

2
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The Examining Attorney's Section 2(d) refusal suggests that greater weight be
given to the "dominant feature" of Applicant's mark in determining whether a likelihood
of confusion exists.
The Cited Mark, according to the descriptions contained in the registration,
consists of the words "DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT". In contrast, Applicant' s Mark
consists of the word mark "DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS".
Contrary to Examining Attorney's opinion, in the applied for mark the word
DIFFERENT is the dominant feature of the mark, while in the Cited Mark, the dominant
feature is which act as an immediate visual draw for consumers, is DELICIOUSLY, both
being first words in the word combinations of both marks, and it is inappropriate both to
point to the similarities between the less prominent portion of the Cited Mark and
Applicant's mark, and to view the component segments of the marks, rather than the
marks in their entirety. In re Home Builders Association of Greenville, 18 U.S.P.Q.2d
1313, 1317 (TTAB 1990); In re Hearst Corp., 25 U.S.P.Q.2d 1238, 1239 (CAFC 1992)
("marks tend to be viewed in their entireties, and all components thereof must be given
appropriate weight"), and Id. ("When GIRL is given fair weight, along with VARGA,
confusion with VARGAS becomes less likely.").
The In re Lar Mor Int'!, Inc., 221 USPQ 180 decision clearly states that in the case
of the marks BIEN JOLIE and TRES JOLIE confusion was not likely, despite the marks '
substantially similar meanings, because of, inter alia, the highly laudatory nature of the
wording "JOLIE," and the "obvious visual and phonetic differences" between the marks.
At the present case, similarly, despite the fact that the Applicant and Registrant
use similar wording in their respective marks, the phonetic and visual differences are so
great that no confusion is likely: the combinations of the positioning of the words are
different (DIFFERENT preceding IS and DELICIOUS in the applied for mark), while in
the registered mark there is no IS, and DELICIOUSLY (different visually and
phonetically from Applicant's DELICIOUS) precedes DIFFERENT.
Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, all of these elements must be weighed to
accurately ascertain the overall impression of sight of the Applicant's Mark. Applicant
respectfully submits that the use of these additional elements was overlooked in the
Office Action. As a result, in reviewing the Applicant' s Mark as a whole under the AntiDissection Rule, there are numerous visual differences that would create a total overall
impression of sight that is markedly different from the impression conveyed by Cited
Mark, such dissimilarity is so strong that confusion is not likely even without Cited
Mark's concentric Eye design. As a result, taken as a whole, Applicant respectfully
submits the likelihood of confusion of the Cited Mark with Applicant's mark is reduced
or eliminated.
In the instant Office Action, the Examiner compares the sound of Applicant' s
Mark to the Cited Mark, ignoring the obvious differences resulting from the different first

3
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letters of the respective marks. Under the Anti-Dissection rule, the marks should be
viewed in their entirety, as a whole, to check for likelihood of confusion. See Section
1(A), supra. In this regard, the sounds of the marks in question are totally different.
Applicant respectfully submits that the test for differences in sound favor granting
Applicant registration, as confusion is not likely when the marks are compared as a
whole.
Further, the fact that the Applicant's mark and the cited mark have in common a
generic term as a portion thereof is not determinative. In Royal Petroleum Corporation v.
River States Oil Company v. Union Oil Company of California, 136 USPQ 79 (TTAB
1962) the Board specifically held that " it has been consistently held that trademarks will
not ordinarily be held confusingly similar because each of them includes a word of that
type" (suggestive as opposed to arbitrary). As a result, the Board allowed
(1) Applicant Petroleum a registration for ROYAL for gasoline;
(2) Applicant Union a registration for ROYAL 76 for gasoline;
(3) Applicant River a registration for ROYAL with a background "RS" for
gasolines;
(4) Applicant River a registration for ROYAL LUBE for lubricating oil.
Obviously, only minor differences were required to avoid confusion. In this case,
the cumulative differences are greater than what existed in the Royal case. Applicant's
mark contains the word IS, which changes the whole meaning of the mark. Here the
marks are clearly distinguishable.
"DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS" is a unitary mark formation causing the same to
neither look alike nor sound alike "DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT" .
The differences in the marks are more than sufficient to avoid confusion.
Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that confusion is unlikely.

B. Applicant's Mark and the Cited Mark Are Dissimilar in Meaning,
Connotation and Comme1-cial Impression.

Applicant's Mark and the Cited Mark do not have the same meaning.
Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, a mark must be weighed "as a whole" when
compared to another in § 2(d) analysis. See Section l.A., supra. In this case, the
connotation imparted by the Cited Mark as a whole is different from that of the
Applicant' s mark.

4
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Furthermore, the connotations of each mark would be quite different even when
we were to dissect the literal elements of the respective marks. The connotation
difference chiefly arises through the positioning of the adjective DIFFERENT, verb IS,
and adjective DELICIOUS in the applied for mark, and the positioning of the adverb
DELICIOUSLY and adjective DIFFERENT in the Cited Mark.
In any case, DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is a fanciful term and one cannot be
confused with the other - DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT.
The connotation in the applied for mark is entirely different from the mark of the
Cited Mark, and these differences were not included in the Office Action analysis.
Moreover, these differences in connotation also yield differences in Commercial
Impression.
DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS, in this case, has a deeper meaning than the Cited
Mark.
As is described in the attached screenshots of the Applicant's website,
"OUR MISSION" portion of the "ABOUT US" page of the Applicant's website:

111

the

"OUR MISSION .
It's our differences, not our similarities, that make the world a place worth living,
exploring, and tasting. We are on a mission to bridge cultural divides through unique
flavors from everywhere on earth that remind us how delicious our differences can be."
Therefore, it is obvious from the above statement that Applicant's different
approach to the food they serve - they sell traditional Argentinian empanadas - delicious
foods that are different, which fit in the palm of a hand (no fork or plate is necessary).
The Applicant operates in New York City, a place that is very different to any
other city, American or foreign, and the Applicant celebrates cultural differences through
an attempt to bridge such differences through its food that it serves to the diverse and
different crowds of New York city, through a food offering that is flavorful and different.
Hence the worldplay in its mark, i.e. , DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS.
Applicant further desribes on its website:
"ABOUT US .
Nuchas is an American made but internationally inspired handheld food company
that spnmg from a kiosk in Time Square, New York City. It became known for its awardwinning Nuchas, the ultimate evolution of an age-old concept: the handheld meal known
as empanadas.
Perfectly baked and purposefully shaped to put all the flavors, aromas and colors
that make up our melting pot, in the palm of your hand. In a frantically-paced society, as

5
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digitally connected as it is culturally divided, Nuchas offer a timely marriage of culture
and convenience no other handheld meal on earth can."
"OUR STORY & MISSION.
In 2009, Ariel and his wife (Leni) arrived in New York City with two things:
$9,000 and a dream!
That dream? To transform a staple of Argentinian culture - the iconic empanada into a gourmet meal so delicious, so convenient and so simple that the rest of the world
would love and trust. .. and yes, why not, to disrupt the fast-food industry!
FOR ARIEL, NEW YORK WAS THE INSPIRATION BEHIND NUCHAS:
"I've always been fascinated by the fast-paced, cultural melting pot of New York,
and by the competitive spirit of this city. When it comes to food, the expectations for
quality and culinary creativity are high. Whether it's for a couple racing through the
airport to catch a plane, professionals seeking a quick lunch solution, or parents packing
the lunch-bag for their kids, I envisioned Nuchas as deliciously baked handheld meals
that fit neatly in the palm of a hand (no plates, no forks, no fu ss) - simple to eat, yet
brimming with complex tastes, aromas and colors from all over the world".
In 2011, Nuchas opened its first retail location in the heart of NYC, Times
Square. Soon after we opened our first food truck, and two additional pushcarts helping
us create a reputation among the NYC street food scene. In 2013, Nuchas won Rookie of
the Year Vendy A ward and in the same year, we opened our second retail location in
Greeley Square. In 2014, we won the People's Taste Vendy Award and it's been fastgrowing ever since."
So, the concept and idea behind the DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark, and the
presentation of the mark in the marketplace - on Applicant's food truck and push carts
and on the Applicant' s website - creates a commercial impression that is vastly different
from the Registrant's commercial impression that its cited mark creates - the Registrant,
Quality is Our Recipe, LLC, is in fact Wendy' s fast food chain, and is mostly known for
its Wendy' s brand of hamburger fast food restaurants (see attached a list of Wendy' s and
other trademarks owned by the Registrant). Wendy ' s does not operate any food trucks or
food stands. Wendy ' s sells its hamburgers from brick and mortar fast food restaurants,
that include drive through windows (thus there is no need for food trucks for Wendy' s),
all around the USA, by using its distinctive Wendy's mark:

6
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Applicant, on the other hand, runs a New York City-based food truck enterprise
consisting of on the streets food trucks and food stands. The Applicant does not run a
stationary location restaurant.

No reasonable educated or even average uneducated consumer will ever confuse
Wendy's DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT slogan when seeing it at a Wendy's fast food
joint location with Applicant's DIFF ERENT IS DELICIOUS slogan when seeing it at
Applicant' s food truck or food stand in the middle of Times Square in NYC.

7
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Wendy's (the Registrant) does not sell empanadas. Applicant does not sell
hamburgers or fries. The respective channels of trade are different. The respective
customers are different (eaters of Wendy' s horrible, hannful and unhealthy fast food,
including hamburgers and fries, who do not take care of themselves or their diet and do
not watch what they eat, in the case of the Registrant, versus Applicant' s healthy
empanadas (which include vegetarian only filling options and other healthy fillings such
as 100% vegan empanada fillings - see attached menus) eating lunch crown in
Manhattan, New York).
Applicant says on its website:
"UNLIKE THE HOT DOG, WE KNOW WHAT'S INSIDE.
We prepare all the recipes by hand and use no fillers or additives commonly
added to cut comers or lower costs. We carefully choose premium and genuinely raw
ingredients from purveyors that share core values and are source verified (no added
hormones and no antibiotics)."
~
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EMPA ADAS
3FOR$9

Furthermore, Nuchas the Applicant sells beer and wine at its food stands,
while Wendy's does not sell alcohol at its fast food joints.

9
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Below is an advert display at one of the Applicant's food stands showing
that Beer and Wine are for sale at that location:

Thus, the healthy vegetarian and vegan food and beer and wine
consuming public at the Applicant's food trucks and food stands in Manhattan is
very different from the unhealthy fast food eating sugary sodas guzzling
customers of Wendy's.

10
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"'16.35

9 SHRIMP SUPREME
UPGRADE YOUR REGULAR/LARGE COMBO M EAL FRIES
TO JR. CHILI OR C HEESE BAKED POTATO FOR

RM0.99!

.....

"'12.15
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MEAT EMPANADAS
ROENTINE
Pat Lafrl d 's ground beef
ons, potatol'S & olives.
• onions,
peppc,r••
Whne dough

I0KEN

.

tie perpers, tomat
bas , Paprika do~• onions,

IB

slow bra'is""
... in red
&'s fr

me,

r;y dough

VEGGIE BMPAKADAB
PORTOBELLO
Portobello
mozzarellamushroo
& fresh ~•1
spiSnpach,
ros.
macohnlons\
dougn

SPICY CHEESE

.

Assorted cheeses & cara~hzed O .
White Parme1i8n dough.
ruons.

S~IITAKE CURRY

V CAN ,

Shutake mushrooms, eggplant zucchin·
onions, peppers & coconut milk. T u ~ ~ •

SWEET EMPAJIADAS
Granny-Smith, qanberriH pear, nutella
& chocolate. While almond dough.

HOT asv:aa&GBS
RE
O O PUCOINO
I OTCHOCOL T

CO F

TE

/M

TE

OOLD BIIVIIRAOIIS
SPECIALTY

BEVERAGES

$3

SODAA

WATER

19.&STRIIIS & svn'lll'l'II
MBDIALVIIAB Argendne sweet crc,lllafflALFA.:IORB8 The ortalnal Arlendne ....-.

3
$2

$

•2
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MEAT EMPAMADAS
.
r sea
Q ARGENTINE
f . da's ground beef, onions, peppe •

ons,

Pat La ne& O lives White dough.
potatoes
•
SHORT R~ slow braised ,n
on101U,
creeltstonef;e~\i herbs. Rosemary
peppers &
cs:EN
• & fresh b••
'-'lo SPICY CIII s onions, pepper
1
ChiP~3 eJ0 ugh •• onion,
papn
A•~/}.
.
tornato •
tornatoe
•

e

~

e

0 s

J:Ughine,

G SIii
_;,

:~::;:~,.,:i-:~,.,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,!!!!'
-""""-l

JJ,A.~..~ 1'
bOflO flCe,
3,A..1!11 andouil_led~~ghshrirrtP• ,-urrnenc
peppers-

As the attached Wendy's press release from February 11 , 20 16, stated: " . ..
participating Wendy's in Gainesville, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, Tallahassee, Tam12a
and West Palm are offering customers the opportunity to try the deliciouslv differen~
Dave's SingfeDI for only $0.69 on Tuesday February 16, 2016."
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"Dave' s Single" is a known Wendy' s trademark. A consumer will not confuse a
" deliciously different" Dave's Single hamburger, which is clearly a product of Wendy ' s,
with Applicant's DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS slogan on its food truck selling
empanadas , not hamburgers.

DAVE'S SINGLE
Word Mark
Goods and Servic es
Standard Characters Claimed
Mark Drawing Code

DAVE'S SINGLE
IC 030. US 046. G & S: Sandwiches. FIRST USE : 201 51223.
FIRST USE IN COMMERCE 201 601 29
(4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

16
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Serial Number
Filing Date
Current Basis
Original Filing Basis
Published for Opposition
Registration Number
Registration Date
Owner

Attorney of Record
Prior Registrations
Disclaimer

Type of Mark
Register
Other Data
Live/Dead Indicator

86871870
January 11 , 2016

1A
1B
April 19, 2016
5143139
February 14, 2017
(REGISTRANT) Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY DELAWARE One Dave Thomas Boulevard Dublin
OHIO 43017
Ryan M. Bednarczuk
2149353;2695097;4541838
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE
"SINGLE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN
TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL
The name(s}, portrait(s}, and/or signature(s) shown in the mark
does not identify a particular living individual.
LIVE

The color schemes that Applicant uses on its food trucks an in which it displays it
DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark (brown-orange and black colors) different from
Wendy's red color scheme on its restaurants and restaurant displays showing the
DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT mark (red and white).

DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS

17
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Gi;'.T STAR~D RIGMT AWAY

•

Examiner argues in his Final Office Action that " It is noted that it is common for
restaurants to have mobile restaurant services." However, that is not accurate at all. It is
actually not the case at all that restaurants would commonly have a food truck or a food
cart outside of the actual restaurant. If anything, to the contrary, food truck provision of

19
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food culture is a unique phenomenon unrelated to brick and mortar restaurants - the
whole concept behind a food truck or a food cart is that it is an economical mobile
alternative to a restaurant, and the prices on food trucks and carts are much lower than at
restaurants, and the wait time for food is much shorter at food trucks versus restaurants.
As is described in the attached Exhibit article from www.forkandtruck.com, "5
Reasons Food Trucks Are Better Than Restaurants", food trucks are a different
phenomenon to restaurants, and "food trucks are actually better than restaurants" because
of " l) faster service; 2) cleaner and safer food; 3) lower prices; 4) avoid restaurant
hassles; 5) variety of foods".
Therefore, even if some restaurants may also sell their food from a truck, at food
festivals, etc., those are usually isolated one time events, whereas food trucks are an
intended and specific alternative to brick and mortar restaurants, that exists for the
reasons described above.
Applicant's mark is created to celebrate humanity's differences, including those in
foods , and to celebrate deliciousness of food. The DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is a
tribute to Applicant's empanadas that contain a variety of ingredients from all over the
world.
The Cited Mark on the other hand, does not convey any messages near what
Applicant has to offer.
In the attached exhibits and at one of the above advertising images by Wendy's, it
is clearly shown that Wendy' s, the Registrant, offers a "Dave's Single, Double and Triple
Deliciously Different". It is a specific kind of Wendy's hamburger, the Dave's Single,
which is a registered trademark of Wendy's aka Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC. Wendy's is
promoting its Dave' s Single hamburger that is sold at its brick and mortar restaurants as
being DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT, not empanadas sold off a truck at Times Square,
New York City.
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Lastly, In Aries Systems Corp. v. World Book Inc. , 26 U.S.P.Q.2d 1926, 1932
(TTAB 1993). The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (the "Board") has found that even
in circumstances in which: (1) the class of goods of subject marks are the same; (2) the
goods to which the subject marks attach travel in the same channels of trade; (3) the
goods are purchased by the same or similar consumers; and (4) a cited registrant's marks
had "come to serve as a very strong indication of origin," a dissimilarity with respect to
24
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sight, sound, significance, and commercial impression alone may preclude any
reasonable likelihood of confusion. Champagne Louis Roederer SA. v. Delicato
Vineyards, 148 F.3d 1373, 1374-75, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1459, 1460 (Fed. Cir. 1998). In that
case, the Federal Circuit affirmed the Board' s decision that there was no likelihood of
confusion between CRYSTAL CREEK for wine and CRISTAL for "wine, including
champagne" because of the differences in the marks, despite findings that classes of
goods, channels of trade, and purchasers were similar, and that registrant's marks were
strongly indicative of origin. See id. at 1375, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1460.
Like the CRYSTAL CREEK and CRISTAL marks in the Champagne Louis
Roederer case, Applicant submits that this case is similar to the above Champagne Louis
Roederer case, and its DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark and the Cited Mark evoke
very different images in the minds of relevant consumers, as is described and shown
above.
Applicant's DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark, as explained earlier, is a tribute
to humans' differences, including differences in foods and food ingredients, who co-exist
in a diverse human beehive such as New York City, and those differences are delicious,
as Applicant states on its website (attached). The Registrant, Wendy' s, pushes forward its
advertising slogan where it claims that it is Dave' s Single, its hamburger, that is
DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT.
These two slogans, therefore, conjure entirely different commercial impressions
in the minds of consumers.
All things considered, the marks are nothing alike and they each conJure a
different commercial impression.
Thus, confusion is unlikely.
For these reasons above, Applicant respectfully requests that the Application be
approved for publication.
Respectfully Submitted,
Date: 26 January 2020
/David D. Postolski/
David D. Postolski
Gearhart Law LLC
41 River Rd,
Summit, NJ 07901
Tel: 908-273-0700
Email: david@gearhartlaw.com
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ABOUT US.
Nuchas is an American made but
internationally inspired handheld
food company that sprung from a
kiosk in Time Square, New York City.
It became known for its awardwinning Nuchas, the ultimate
evolution of an age-old concept: the
handheld meal known as empanadas.
Perfectly baked and purposefully
shaped to put all the flavors, aromas
and colors that make up our melting
pot, in the palm of your hand. In a
frantically-paced society, as digitally
connected as it is culturally divided,
Nuchas offer a timely marriage of
culture and convenience no other
handheld meal on earth can.

DUR STORY & MISSION.
In 2009, Ariel and his wife (Leni)
arrived in New York City with two
things: $9,000 and a dream!
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That dream? To transform a staple
of Argentinian culture - the iconic
empanada - into a gourmet meal so
delicious, so convenient and so
simple that the rest of the world
would love and trust...and yes, why
not, to disrupt the fast-food industry!

FOR ARIEL, NEW YORK WAS THE INSPIRATION BEHIND NUCHAS :

"I've always been fascinated by the fast-paced , cultural melting pot

of New York , and by the competitive spirit of this city. When it
comes to food, the expectations for quality and culinary creativity
are high. Whether it's for a couple racing through the airport to
catch a plane, professionals seeking a quick lunch solution, or
parents packing the lunch - bag for their kids, I envisioned Nuchas as
deliciously baked handheld meals that fit neatly in the palm of a
hand (no plates, no forks, no fuss) - simple to eat, yet brimming with
complex tastes, aromas and colors from all over the world ".

In 2011, Nuchas opened its first retail location in the heart of NYC, Times
Square. Soon after we opened our first food truck, and two additional
pushcarts helping us create a reputation among the NYC street food scene. In
2013, Nuchas won Rookie of the Year Vendy Award and in the same year, we
opened our s econd retail location in Greeley Square. In 2014, we won the
People's Taste Vendy Award and it's been fast-growing ever since.

DUR MISSION.
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It's our differences, not our similarities, that make the world a place worth
living, exploring, and tasting. We are on a mission to bridge cultural divides
through unique flavors from everywhere on earth that remind us how delicious
our differences can be.

DUR CORE VALUES.
As a company, we strive to lead with the core values that guide us through
every decision we make.
It's always our top priority to make sure the food we produce is safe and
delicious. We prepare all the recipes by hand and use no fillers or additives
commonly used to cut corners or lower costs. We carefully use premium and
genuinely raw ingredients from purveyors that share core values and are
source verified (no added hormones and no antibiotics).
We are a young venture that acknowledges our imperfections and will always
be in pursuit of our betterment. Whether it relates to our customers,
communities or employees, we put people at the center of all we do. We think
it's a given that all businesses ought to be socially mindful, so naturally, we
make it a point to bring positive contributions to our communities whenever
possible and to decrease any negative impact our operations may cause to our
surroundings, directly or indirectly. Our honestly and integrity we'll keep
everything real, always.

DUR VISION.
Whe ther in a c a fe, res t a urant, ba r, food truc k, vending m achine, or house p arty,
Nuchas aims at becoming the official street food of every street on the planet.
But also, the most appreciated and res pected handheld food company in the
world.
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YOUR OPERATIONAL ROUTINE WHILE
UALITY GOODS AND STAYING BUDGET
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BENEFIT WITH NUCHAS?

UUALITY &
SAFETY
We take n o shortcuts and use
quality ingredients. Proud to
announce that we are now SQF
Level 3. HACCP /FDA/USDA
inspected facility. Show your
customers you care about
them by giving them a quality
product.
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MARKET WE
SERVE
Nuchas are quick turnaround
hand held food that are
perfect for airlines, casinos,
bar programs, late night
menus, standalone kiosks, popups, events, stadiums, colleges,
QSR, hotels, supermarkets and
more.
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EASY
PLANNING
Simply select from our menu
or work with us on
customizing the choices for
your distinguished clientele.

REASONS WHY NUCHAS
CUSTOMER FAVORITE
https://www.nuc has.com/wholesale
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GLOBAL
FLAVORS
Flavor is our mission.
There's something for
everyone, from a broad
range of meat and
vegetables to vegan,
sweet and more.
Nuchas is proud to
be a VENDY Awards
winner!
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D TASTE THE
ERENCE?
in Nuchas, the "Evolution of Handheld Foods "!

atural / Specialty / Gourmet Retailer, or Cafe,
sell Nuchas to your customers?
the form below and someone from our sales

king opportunities welcomed. (We're an SQF
Inspected, and MBE (Minority- Owned Business
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d we'll touch base with you soon!

I
Last Name

gh a distributor? •
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SQF I USDA CERTIFIED MANUFACTURING PLANT.
VENDY AWARD WINNING FOOD TRUCK.
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e is determined by drop-off location
ff delivery services after 7PM
notice of 5 to 7 business days is appreciated
ard is required to secure our services
es, including menu modifications, guest count and cancellations
d no later than 72 hours prior to your event and must be
by a member of our staff. We will always do our best to
ate your needs with shorter notice, but please be aware that
u items require 48- 72 hours notices for changes or
ns.
NS POLICY: For orders UNDER $1000 (Orders require 72 hours
full-refund (less 3% processing fee) and orders cancelled within
n-refundable. For orders OVER $1000 (50% deposit upon
ue 72 hours prior to event I Orders require a 10 day notification
less 3% processing fee) I Orders cancelled within 3 to 10 days
5% refund I Orders cancelled within 72 hours are non-

@nuchas.com (mail to:catering@nuchas.com)
13-9682
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E-Gift Card
Corporate Gifts
Customer Care

Shop by

Nu:d1.tH,
QNew York, NY

Vegan Shiitake Curry, everyone is sure to find a favorite that they can't get enough of.
Read More

We're not the only
ones who love
them!
Filters

Sort By: Best Sellers
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Nuchas has been featured on Shark Tank (2019) and in The Wall Street Journal & SAVEUR.
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Choose Your Own Empanadas - 12 Pack '$99

Choose Your Own Empanadas - 24
Pack

Argentine Beef Empanadas - 12 Pack

Chipotle Chicken Empanadas - 12 Pack

Nuchas

Nuchas

Nuchas

Nuchas

0

0

0 New York, NY

0

$89

New York, NY

Italian Sausage Empanadas - 12 Pack

~

$89

New York, NY

Spicy Cheese Vegetarian Empanadas 12 Pack

-$99$89

Apple Cranberry & Nutella Empanadas - ~
12 Pack

$89

Nuchas

Nuchas

Nuchas

0

Q New York, NY

Q New York, NY

New York, NY

New York, NY

Reviews
1 Reviews
Our reviews are 100% verified customer purchases.
I felt I was taking a chance ordering the empanadas online from so far away! But the
order arrived on time. How did you do it! It is for a birthday party for my Dad, who is
turning 107..! You read that right. Not having to make the empanadas is...
Read More

Anita P.
from St. Helena, CAOS/11/19
Verified Purchase v

EARN BELLY REWARDS!
Earn 10 points for every dollar you spend on Goldbelly. Learn More
The Best Gourmet Food, Food Gilts & Mail Order
Subscribe and never miss out on finds
Foods Shipped Nationwide
& deals delivered to your inbox.

Sign Me Up Now!

Enter Your Email

Get to Know Us
Press
bout

Discover+ Shop

Policies

Customer Care

E-G,ft Cards

Sh1pp1ng

Call 1-888- 675-6892

G1h Card Boxes

Return Policy

Customer Care

https://www .goldbelly. c om/ nuchas

~
~
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Blog

Shop by Region

Terms of Service

Reviews
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Subscnpt1ons

Privacy 1- Security

Corporate Gifts

Sell on Goldbelly

Videos

Rewards Points
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I MANAGEMENT I BUSINESS EDUCATION

Startups Get an Unusual Message: Go Slow,
Think Small
Etsy-backed busi ness-education program counsels founders to focus on sustainability before growth

Ariel Barbouth, owner of Nuchas, a small New York fleet of empanada stands, was urged to shift his focus from expanding to
boosting product quality and sustainability standards. PHOTO;CASSI ALEXANDRA FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

By Lindsay Gellman

June 1, 20161:55 pm ET
Startup founde rs often feel pressure to chase rapid growth at any cost . So it is notable that one
new program urges them t o think small.
In an era of startup accelerators, t he Good Work Institute, a free business-educat ion program
for entrepreneurs with modest-sized fi rms, might best be called a decelerator. Run by Etsy.org,
the philanthropic offshoot of online craft marketplace Etsy Inc., ETSY o.58%• the program
counsels founders to focus on virtues like sustainability rather than new storefronts and staff.
It also caut ions them against "just growing t o grow," in the words of Matthew Stinchcomb,
Etsy.org's execut ive director and the company's former sustainability chief.
The philosophy is diametrically opposed t o that of most current programs for entrepreneurs,
who typically come in seeking help on growing their ventures.
"Even t he most well-intentioned business education is just teaching people to do work that's
less bad" for the community and the environment, said Mr. St inchcomb.
SHARE

While many business-school deans would dispute that characterization, it is fair to say that few
M.B.A. programs involve team-building exercises at t he Brooklyn Botanic Garden, in which
participants instruct partners to close their eyes, t hen guide them on a walk to st rengthen
communication skills and appreciation for their surroundings. Other Good Work Inst itute
sessions cover investing in environmental initiatives, fair wages for staff and community
involvement.
The ethos reflects Etsy's main mission of boost ing small, online merchants as it works to limit
the presence of mass-produced items on the site. The online crafts bazaar, born in a Brooklyn
apart ment in 2005, went public in April last year to the tune of a $1.8 billion valuation. The
company said it "democratizes access to entrepreneurship" by offering low-risk opportunities
to start small businesses.
Ent repreneurs in the Etsy.org program don't necessarily sell their wares on the company
marketplace.
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Etsy issued 188,235 shares of its common stock and gave $300,000 from its initial public
offering to fund the independent nonprofit. Twenty-two entrepreneurs took part in the
organization's inaugural program, which took place on weekends over a six-month period in
New York City last year. The course included instruction in bookkeeping basics, talks by local
business owners and group discussions.
This year's program, which begins in June, will be based at sites throughout New York's Hudson
Valley. From a pool of about 80 applicants, Etsy.org chose about 30 founders based on the
strength of their business ideas and the element of diversity they brought to the group.
The program isn't for founders dreaming of building the next Uber Technologies Inc. or
Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc., said Mr. Stinchcomb, adding that he hopes to add a unit to the
program for founders to "learn how to slow down."
Etsy.org's gospel of small, slow expansion is jolting for some founders, who are typically
encouraged to think big.

Nuchas expanded from a single Times Square kiosk to a handful of stands, carts and trucks in and around the city. PHOTO:
CASSI ALEXANDRA FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

"We're told it's all about growth, scaling, getting bigger and bigger," said Jeffrey Monteiro, a
participant in the first class and principal of J.M. Generals, a maker of home goods like blankets
and cushions. Mr. Monteiro said he learned to strive for thoughtful growth. For J.M. Generals,
that meant re-evaluating the company's shipping and fulfillment and switching to more
environmentally friendly packaging. Since the program ended, he has been delivering more
items via bike messengers and the U.S. Postal Service, rather than large commercial shippers.
When Ariel Barbouth applied to the program last year, he had dreamed of t ransforming Nuchas,
his small New York fleet of empanada stands, into "the biggest empanada company on the
planet."
In his five years running Nuchas, Mr. Barbouth had taken advantage of six-figure loans and a $1
million mortgage on a manufacturing facility from the U.S. Small Business Administration,
along with New York City funds earmarked for entrepreneurs and educational support from
Goldman Sachs Group Inc.'s 10,000 Small Businesses Program. Nuchas grew to more than 40
employees, expanding from a single Tin1es Square kiosk to a handful of stands, carts and trucks
in and around the city. During that period, Nuchas also began supplying empanadas to gourmet
grocers.

In the Etsy program, Mr. Barbouth was urged to shift his focus from expansion to boosting
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standards for product quality as well as sustainability, he said. Since completing the course,
Nuchas has used more ingredients from local farmers to minimize its carbon foo tprint.
He also pared down expansion plans- a development he hadn't foreseen, he said.
Mr. Barbouth is betting t hat customers will pay a premium for a more thoughtfully produced
bite. Competitors' empanadas may cost as little as 60 cents; a Nuchas empanada costs $3 and
up. He said the program st rengthened his conviction that "I don't want to be t he cheap
empanada" - a sentiment he is working to better communicate t hrough marketing.
Others Good Work alums said they aren't braking on growth plans.
"We never had the intention of being just a mom-and-pop shop," said Agatha Kulaga, cofounder of Brooklyn-based bakery Ovenly. She plans to open at least two new retail locations by
the end of the year, steps toward eventually achieving "nat ional scale," she said.
Ms. Kulaga said the program reaffirmed her goal to expand without compromising the
company's efforts toward environmental sustain ability and community outreach, which
include hiring more than a third of its workers from programs for political refugees and other
at-risk groups.
Mr. Barbouth recently joined her at a conference geared toward businesses interested in hiring
fo rmerly incarcerated people. He is now considering a similar hiring pipeline at Nuchas, he
said.
"It's not that we stopped growing," he said. "It's about figuring out who we want to grow with."
Write to Lindsay Gellman at Lindsay.Gellman@wsj.com
Appeared in the June 2, 2016, print ed ition as 'Program Urges Startups to Think Small.'

Copyright <0 2020 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved
This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribu!ion to your colleagues. clients or customers visit
https:/!www.djreprints.com
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BVI-Style Peas Soup
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A Hearty (Caribbean!) Soup to
Get You Through The Winter
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Ariel Barbouth, the owner of Nuchas, a roving empanada truck here in
New York, with a booth as well in Times Square, stopped by with boxes
full of his specialty. Though flavors for Nuchas' stuffed, baked pastries
range unconventionally all over the global-portobello mushroom and
spinach seasoned with berbere, a sweet- savory Ethiopian spice mix;
Creole-style shrimp and andouille jambalaya; a Mexican riff with chicken
and chipotle-our favorite is the traditional empanada from Barbouth's
native Argentina, filled with a rich, saucy mixture of ground beef, diced
potatoes, sliced green olives, onions, and peppers spiced liberally with
cumin and pimenton, smoky Spanish paprika. Saveur assistant editor
Felicia Campbell looks pretty happy with them! -Betsy Andrews
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Nuchas Jumps Into The Tan k on ABC's Shark Tank -

Nuchas

1/26/ 20, 12:0 3 AM

Our fearless leade r, Arie l Barbouth, was the first in the tank o n ABC's
Shark Tank (http://abc.go.com/shows /shark-tank) on Sunday, Ap ril
7th. While h e ultimate ly walked away without a deal, that is not
stopping Nuchas!
Since a ppearing on Shark Tank, Nuchas plans to expand their
presence with franchi s ing_ (https://www.nuchasfranchising.com/),
direct to consumer shiQ.Ring nationwide with Goldbelly
(https://www.goldbelly.com/nuchas) and partnerships such as Yumble
with exclusive kid-friendly flavors (https://www.nuchas.com/kids).
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Recommendations and Reviews

Very tasty and non- greasy empanadas. Baked and NOT fried! The b
aked wheat covering is very light an .. See More

December 27, 2019

Las mejores empanadas de NYC

0

October 31, 2019

Super Tasty Truck Food!!! Nice level of softness to the crust, moist

well seasoned fillings, and, t ... See More
May 15, 2017
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Catch us again today on #SharkTank
Don't miss out on a re-run of our fea rless leader Ariel taking on the
Sharks. January 1st at 9PM ET on @ABCNetwork
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We wish everyone a blessed New Year 2020
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Italian Sausage 11 From Italy, with love. And garlic.
Fresh basil, marinara sauce and sweet Italian pork sausage. All held
together by Parmesan dough and cultural acceptance.
#DifferentlsDelicious #nuchasnyc
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Handheld gourmet meals inspired by all of us! #nuchasnyc #empanadas
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Heavy.com > Entertainment

Nuchas Empanadas on Shark Tank: 5
Fast Facts You Need to Know
f

,.
lSK Views - 9 Shares

By Danilo Castro
Updated Apr 7, 2019 at 5:24pm

Ariel Barbouth

N

uchas Empanadas is a food stand company owned
by Ariel Barbouth. He will be appearing on tonight's

episode of Shark Tank in the hopes that investors will help
him sell to retailers and supermarket chains.
Nuchas Empanadas was established in 2011 and has several
different locations throughout New York. Read on to learn
more about how Barbouth started the company, and how he
hopes to expand it moving forward.
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Here's what you need to know:

1. Nuchas Specializes In Empanadas Made
from Traditional Argentinian Recipes
nuchasnyc
6,626 followers

Ml#Mi

View More on lnstagram

125 likes

nuchasnyc
Are you excited to see the shark's reactions as they take their first bite of
Nuchas? Don't forget to set a reminder to catch us on @SharkTankABC at 10/9c
this Sunday, April 7th on @ABCnetwork! - ~ #SharkTank
view all 21 comments
Add a comment...

@

Nuchas specializes in empanadas, which are baked or fried
pastries that hold any number of fillings. According to the
htips ://heavy. co m/entertain me nt/2 019 /0 4/ n u cha s-em pa nadas - shark-tank/
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Shark Tank Blog, they bake their empanadas and fills them
with beef, pork, chicken and various dessert fillings. They also
provide vegetarian and vegan offerings. Each location prepares their empanadas by hand, and uses fresh ingredients
without added hormones or antibiotics. The average cost for a
Nuchas empanada is between $4-6.

SPONSORED BY THE SAN DIEGO TOURISM AUTH ..

San Diego's Tiki
Scene
Enjoy a tropical escape with island
decor, specialty cocktails, and a lot of
good vibes.

SEE MOR E

Nuchas offers several dough options; including rosemary,
basil, spinach, paprika, Parmesan and turmeric. The most
common empanada they sell adheres to the traditional Argentinian recipe: beef, onions, hot pepper powder, oregano,
hard-boiled egg and olives. It was this recipe that first inspired Barbouth to go into business. Nuchas also sells empanadas that represent cultures from around the world. You
can check out the different menu choices below:
• Vegetarian portobello mushroom and spinach with berbere, an
Ethiopian spice mix
• Vegan Indian shiitake curry with eggplant, zucchini, potatoes
and coconut milk
• Chicken tikka popular in Bangladesh and Pakistan with yogurt,
red chili and ginger paste
• Creole-style shrimp jambalaya with andouille sausage
• Mexican-inspired chicken with chipotle sauce, olives and smoky
Spanish paprika
• Nutella, apples and cranberries for dessert
htips ://heavy. co m/ent ert ain me nt/ 2 019 /0 4/ n u cha s-em pa nadas - shark- t ank/
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2. Ariel Barbouth Studied Tech at Boston
University Before Starting the Company

View More on lnstagram

112 likes

nuchasnyc
Ariel moved to NYC from Argentina, but never forgot the classic tastes from
home. Luckily, he decided to share his recipes with t he people of New York in
small pockets of flavor known as empanadas. Enjoy, NYC!
0 @nuchasnyc
[www.nuchas.com]
view all 8 comments
Add a comment ...

@

Barbouth was born in Argentina but has spe nt most of his life
in the United States. He graduated from Boston University
with an M.S. in Innovation and Technology, and briefly

worked in the field of venture capitalism. According to All
Shark Tank Products, however, Barbouth has always had a
passion for cuisine, and invested in several start-up food
companies before starting his own.
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During a visit to Argentina, Barbouth rediscovered empanadas, and decided to make them the focus of his business.
He moved to New York with his wife Leni in 2009, and by
2011, they had invested $9,000 of their own money into the
company. The first Nuchas stand opened at a small kiosk in
Times Square, and was followed by a pair of food trucks and
pushcarts.
"I'm from Argentina, and in Argentina we eat a lot of empanadas. But this is New York, this is not Argentina," Barbouth told CBS Local. "So trying to come to New York to just
do what they do in my country wasn't really what I wanted,
because I moved here because I love food from everywhere.
We're in the hand-held food business. We happen to make
great empanadas."

3. Nuchas Has Won Several Critics Honors
Including the 2014 People's Taste Award
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View More on lnstagram

96 likes
nuchasnyc

O

Decisions, decisions
Short Rib, Ham & Cheese, & Portobello - which flavor is
your favorite?
iiili @danadigsin @nuchasnyc [www.nuchas.com]
view all comments
Add a comment ...

Nuchas Empanadas has won several critics honors since its
inception. It won the Rookie of the Year Vendy and the People's Choice Vendy in 2013, which are annual awards presented by the Street Vendor Project. It also won the 2014 People's
Taste Award and the Best New York Food Truck in the New
York vs. Boston food truck competition, which is an annual
competition held in Boston. Nuchas' Jambalaya empanada
also took the award for Best Seafood.
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Barbouth spoke to Business Interview about his success and
the great risks that his family took. "My other passion has
been helping small businesses get started and seeing ideas
and dreams become reality," he said. "As a venture capitalist, I
was able to do that across a wide range of industries, food being one of them."
"I've registered the Nuchas.com domain name in December
2006, so it has been over 5 years in the making," he continued.
"My one motto in life has always been, ' It's all about timing',
and only in 2009 we decided to give it a go. The hardest part
was really how and when to get it started in a place like NY,
without much capital. Rents can easily crash you in no time
so you really have to be cautious on when to take each step."

4. Barbouth Believes That Empanadas Are
Becoming a 'Mainstream' Food
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View More on lnstagram

51 likes
nuchasnyc
Dinner plans tonight? Let us do the heavy lifting with a box of Nuchas paired with
! #differentisdelicious
your favorite wine!
view all comments
Add a comment ...

@

Barbouth is confident that empanadas are growing in popularity throughout the United States. "Most gourmet stores
and supermarkets as well as many high-end restaurants have
been featuring a version of an empanada in their offerings for
quite some time now," he observed. "They are on the verge of
becoming mainstream. Over the past two months, we have
had people from all over the world not only eating Nuchas,
but also taking pictures of our kiosk and writing about it on
their biogs and newspapers."
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Barbouth said that his initial gut feeling was pivotal in moving forward with the company. "It all started with a very
strong gut feeling, which has proved correct over the past few
years and specially since we opened in the heart of Times
Square," he recalled. "It is common knowledge that if you can
offer a truly great product, made fresh (baked on premises
throughout the day in our case), with the best ingredients at a
reasonable price in a convenient package, people will buy it."

heavy.
stand that there is a world of difference between an empanada and a truly AMAZING empanada," he added. "This is how
Nuchas was created. It so happens that what you call Argentine Street foods could have all those attributes and more in
one simple package."
SPO NSORE D BY MICROSO FT.COM

5. Barbouth Wants 'Shark Tank' Investors
to Help Crossover Into Supermarket
Chains

Sponsored Video
Watch to learn rnore
SEE MORE
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View More on lnstagram

203 likes
nuchasnyc
This Sunday, we're showing the sharks how deliciously different Nuchas are! Tune
into @sharktankabc at 10/9c on @abcnetwork, we're first to jump in the tank! ~
•·- #sharktank
view all 24 comments
Add a comment...

According to the Shark Tank Blog, Barbouth will be seeking to
expand his retail presence and his ties to supermarket chains.
He will no doubt want one of the Shark Tank investors to offer him a bid, so that he can make that transition as easily as
possible.
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Vanguard Personal Advisor Services®

Backed by tech that runs
1Ok+ market scenarios
on your portfolio.

"The feedback been incredible on every level, both from happy customers as well as offers to bring our brand elsewhere, in
the US and overseas," he told Business Interview. When asked
what his plans were for the future, Barbouth said, "We are on
schedule to open a second location in March or April and a
third one a few months after that, both in NY. After that, our
plan calls for expansion throughout the Northeast as part of
our brand building."

Published Apr 7, 2019 at 5:24pm

ReadMore
Reality TV, Shark Tank

Around the Web
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Belly Fat (Simple!)
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Everyday To Help
Saggy Skin"

Scientists: This
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"Ends" Toenail
Fungus (Watch)
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Men, You Don't Need
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This Before Bed
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JUSTIA
Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC Trademarks

WENDY'S OLD FASHIONED HAMBURGERS QUALITY IS OUR RECIPE
Filed: November 1, 1974

RESTAURANT AND CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 73036126

GARDEN SENSATIONS
Salads except macaroni, rice, and pasta salad for consumption on and off the premises
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 76322691
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WENDY'S WONDERFUL KIDS
Charitable fundraising
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Num.ber: 76599065

REDHEAD ROASTERS
Bakery goods; Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages
Owned by: Oldemark LLC
Serial Number: 85323088

WHERE'S THE BEEF
T-shirts
ht t ps ://t rademarks.j u st ia.com/ owner s/qua Ii t y- i s- our-r ec i pe - II c- 31 191 41 /
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Owned by: Oldemark LLC
Serial Number: 85651069

DAVE THOMAS FOUNDATION FOR ADOPTION
Adoption placement
Owned by: Oldemark LLC
Serial Nmnber: 85761253

WENDY'S WONDERFUL KIDS
Charitable fundraising
Owned by: Oldemark LLC
Serial Number: 85761307
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Image Trademark
Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the
premises
Owned by: Oldemark LLC
Serial Number: 85764511

WENDY'S
Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the
premises
Owned by: Oldem ark LLC
Serial Number: 85789070
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Image Trademark
Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the

premises
Owned by: Oldemark LLC
Serial Number: 85789222

FROSTY
frozen dairy dessert
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 86793893

DAVE'S SINGLE
Sandwiches
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Nmnber: 86871870
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DAVE'S DOUBLE
Sandwiches
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Num.ber: 86871887

DAVE'S TRIPLE
Sandwiches
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 86871908

DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT
Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the
ht t ps ://t rademarks.j u st ia.com/ owner s/qua Ii t y- i s- our-r ec i pe - II c- 31 19 141 /
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premises
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 86871955

ES RICO SER DISTINTO
Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the

premises
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 86884214

APP LIKE YOU OWN THE PLACE
Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the

premises
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 86902709
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90° LABS

Computer hardware, computer software, web applications and downloadable mobile
applications for r estaurants that optimize ...
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC

Serial Number: 87107176

SMARTLINKS
Building gam es; Playset buildings; Puzzle games; Puzzles; Toy building blocks capable of

interconnection; Toy buildings ...
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC

Serial Number: 88277097
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WEGOTYOU
Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the

premises
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 88277168

BACONATOR
French fries
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 88300428

BIGGIE
Combination m eal consisting primarily of m eat-based entrees and side items such as french
fries, fruits or vegetables, salads ...
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Nmnber: 88322263
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BIGGIE BAG
Combination meal consisting primarily of m eat-based entrees and side item s such as french
fries, fruits or vegetables, salads ...
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 88322425

FROSTY-CCINO
coffee-based beverage containing creamers
Owned by: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC
Serial Number: 88582759
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View All News

Wendy's invites customers to try the deliciously different Dave's
~innlA
Account Sign In

View Our Menu

What We Value

Find a Wendy's

Order Online
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Find Jobs

Home

News

Events & Presentations

Stock Information

Financials

ESG

Leadership

Investor Resources

Q

Wendy's"" has been serving fresh, never frozen beef - and distinctively square hamburgers - for more than 45 years. In honor of this commitment to quality
and as a nod to the year of its founding, participating Wendy's in Gainesville, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, Tallahassee, Tampa and West Palm are offering
customers the opportunity to try the deliciously different Dave's Single TM for only $0.69 on Tuesday February 16, 2016.3
The beloved classic features Wendy's fresh, never frozen 2 100 percent North American square beef patty that's served hot and juicy right off the grill.
Recrafted with a bakery-style bun inspired by Dave Thomas' original recipe, and topped with premium produce, like hand-sliced tomatoes, fresh, hand-leafed
lettuce, crisp red onions, crinkle cut pickles and a fuller-flavored mayonnaise. Now, the hamburger is wrapped in foil to keep it extra hot, preserving the perfect
balance of 'melt-in-your-mouth' flavors.
About The Wendy's Company
The Wendy's Company (NASDAQ: WEN) is the world's third largest quick-service hamburger company. The Wendy's system includes more than 6 ,500
franchise and Company restaurants in the United States and 28 countries and U.S. territories worldwide. For more information, visit www.aboutwendys.com .
MEDIA CONTACT:
Steven Coulombe
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steven.coulombe@ketchum.com

404-879-9292
1 Offer valid in select cities only in FL and VA.
2 Fresh beef available in the contiguous U.S. and Canada.
3 One per customer, per visit.

To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/wendys-invites-customers-to-try-the-delicously-diff
erent-daves-single-300218696.html
SOURCE The Wendy's Company
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Wendy's Shows it's 'Deliciously Different· with
New Campaign
NEWS PROVIDED BY

The Wendy's Company--+
Feb 05. 2016, 0 ll4 ET

DUBLIN , Ohio, Feb. 5, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Tod ay, Wendy's® is launchi ng a new marketing campaign, internal ly dubbed
Deliciously Different™, marki ng the latest m ilestone for the iconic brand in its 45-year history.

"At Wend y's our passion for quality has always made us uniq ue compared to our competitors," said Ku rt Kane, Wendy's
Chief Concept and Market ing Offi cer. "Wit h t his new effort , we're more overtly ce lebrati ng the many delicious
d ifferences t hat customers te ll us make Wendy's a cut above."

The new campaign is d esigned to allow customers
to learn w hat makes Wendy's Deliciously Different.
The first installment wi ll focus on Wendy's signature
hamburger - Dave's Single TM (and Dave's Double TM
and Dave's Trip le™). The beloved c lassic features
Wendy's fresh, never frozen• 100 percent North
American sq uare beef patty that's served hot and
juicy right off the grill. Recrafted wi th a bakery-style
bu n inspired by Dave Thomas' original recipe, and
topped with premium produce, li ke hand -sliced
tom atoes. fres h, hand-leafed let tuce. crisp red
onions, crink le cut pickl es and a fu ller-f lavored
mayonnaise. Now, t he hamburger is wrapped in foi l
to keep it extra hot, preserving the perfect balance
of 'melt-in-your-mouth' flavors.

Wendy's celebrates its many delicious differences with new marketing campaign, dubbed Deliciously
Different. Advertising will focus on Wendy's signature product, Dave's Single, and the promise to deliver
fresh beef from locations dose enough to restaurants that t he beef never has to be frozen, and on
improvements such as t he new bakery-style bun.

The adverti sing focuses on Wendy's promise to deliver fresh beef from locations c lose enough to its restau rants that t he
beef never has to be frozen', a nd on improvements such as the new bakery style bun. The creative also includes "Easter
Eggs" hint ing to other experiences on Google, Tumblr and a microsite at Othr-Guyz.com (Hispanic: othr-guyz.biz) which
educate t he co nsumer throug h an infomercial abou t all the great t hings one can do w ith frozen beef, besides eat it. The
campa ign has both general and Hispanic market elements, w ith u nique executions tailored to both demog raphics.

"Fresh beef available in the contiguous U.S. and Canada.

About The Wendy's Company
The Wendy's Company (NASDAQ: WEN) is t he world 's t h ird largest qu ick-service ham burger company. The Wendy's
system includes more than 6,500 fran chise and Company restaurants in the United States and 28 cou ntries and U.S.
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territories wo rldw ide. For more information, visit www.aboutw endys.com.

CONTACTS:

Frank Vamos, 614-764-8477, frank.vamos@w endys.com
Steven Coulombe, 404-879-9292, steven.coulombe@ketchum.com

Photo - http://photos.prnewswire.com/ prnh/20160205/330180

SOURCE The Wendy's Company
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Wendy's has cleverly dusted off the slogan from the pinnacle of its advertising
history-"Where's the Beef?"-in a way that emphasizes one of the most important
values for modern fast-food consumers: local sourcing.
The ads for the new marketing campaign, dubbed "Deliciously Different," make a
point about Wendy's always-fresh, never-frozen ground beef in a fresh new way.
They twist the "Where's the Beef?" line, uttered by elderly pixie Clara Peller in the
original 1984 TV ad, to refer to where Wendy's beef comes from today.

The answer, of course, is that Wendy's can "promise to deliver fresh beef from
locations close enough to its restaurants that the beef never has to be frozen,"
according to a gress release. Wendy's also is touting a new bun that it harkens back
to founder Dave Thomas's original design and is "perfectly proportioned" to the
other ingredients in the sandwich.
"We talk about our delicious differences and the way we go about sourcing our beef,
pushing off from the campaign a long time ago," Kurt Kane, chief concept and

https ://www.brandchannel.com/20 16/02/15/5-q uest ions-wendys-O 21516/
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marketing officer for Wendy's, told brandchannel. "When people ask 'Where's the
Beef?' today, they're not asking about how much beef, but about where it's coming
from."

brandchannel asked Kane about the new Wendy's campaign:
be: At a high, strategic level, what was the thinking that led to this campaign?
Kurt Kane: Wendy's has always stood for: "Quality is our
recipe." You see it at all of our restaurants and in all of our
communications. We felt that at this particular time, people
needed to see there are some very specific differences
between us and what you might see elsewhere in the QSR
category. Our beef and the quality of our hamburgers is
what makes them so unique and special.
be: So you're not, in effect, aiming at Five Guys and
other premium-burger chains with your emphasis on freshness and local
sourcing?
Kane: No, not directly. We've always been about differentiating ourselves versus
traditional fast-food players that people know well, and there are some significant
differences. We want to make sure that story is very clearly told and communicated.
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be: You think this particular way of emphasizing your fresh beef will resonate
with consumers now?
Kane: Yes, consumers are very interested in sourcing these days, and local sourcing

is always seen as a significant benefit. We did a lot of work with consumers and
while they'd heard us say that our beef is fresh and never frozen, they never really
heard about how and why that happened. They never knew that it came from close
enough that it never needed to be frozen. That was a big "Aha!" for many
consumers, particularly younger consumers. It's powerful and motivating for them.
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be: Tell me more about the creative tack you use to make this point.
Kane: We highlight that some other guys choose to get their beef from a long
distance and that ours never has to be frozen. And within the campaign, there are
multiple different components that let consumers play with the concepts as well as
learn more.
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be: You have a long-form video about different uses for frozen hamburgers in
an infomercial style, for "Othr Guyz LLC" which seems very cleverly designed
to get a lot of buzz on social media.
Kane: Yes, we even have a website that focuses on "Othr Guyz" and all the potential
uses for frozen beef- none of which we believe should be eating. You let people go
deeper with the story and have some fun with it.
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customers the opportunity to try the deliciously different Dave's Single TM for only $0.69 o n Tuesday February 16, 2016.3
The beloved classic features Wendy's fresh, never frozen2 100 percent North American square beef patty that's served hot and juicy right off the grill.
Recrafted with a bakery-style bun inspired by Dave Thomas' original recipe, and topped with premium produce, like hand-sliced tomatoes, fresh , hand-leafed
lettuce, crisp red onions, crinkle cut pickles and a fuller-flavored mayonnaise. Now, the hamburger is wrapped in foil to keep it extra hot, preserving the perfect
balance of 'melt-in-your-mouth' flavors.
About The Wendy's Company
The Wendy's Company (NASDAQ: W EN) is the world's third largest quick-service hamburger company. The Wendy's system includes more than 6 ,500
franchise and Company restaurants in the United States and 28 countries and U.S. territories worldwide. For more information, visit www.aboutwendys.com .
M EDIA CONTACT:
Steven Coulombe
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steven.coulombe@ketchum.com

404-879-9292
1 Offer valid in select cities only in FL and VA.
2 Fresh beef available in the contiguous U.S. and Canada.
3 One per customer, per visit.

To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/wendys-invites-customers-to-try-the-delicously-diff
erent-daves-single-300218696.html
SOURCE The Wendy's Company
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customers the opportunity to try the de/iciouslv different Dave's Single"' tor onlv $0.69 on Tuesday February 16, 2016.3
The beloved classic features Wendy's fresh, never frozen 2 100 percent North American square beef patty that's served hot and juicy right off the grill.
Recrafted with a bakery-style bun inspired by Dave Thomas' original recipe, and topped with premium produce, like hand-sliced tomatoes, fresh, hand-leafed
lettuce, crisp red onions, crinkle cut pickles and a fuller-flavored mayonnaise. Now, the hamburger is wrapped in foil to keep it extra hot, preserving the perfect
balance of 'melt-in-your-mouth' flavors.
About The Wendy's Company
The Wendy's Company (NASDAQ: WEN) is the world's third largest quick-service hamburger company. The Wendy's system includes more than 6 ,500
franchise and Company restaurants in the United States and 28 countries and U.S. territories worldwide. For more information, visit www.aboutwendys.com .
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Steven Coulombe
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DAVE'S SINGLE
Reg. No. 5,143,139
Registered Feb. 14, 2017
Int. Cl.: 30
Trademark
Principal Register

Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
One Dave Thomas Boulevard
Dublin, OH 43017
CLASS 30: Sandwiches
FIRST USE 12-23-2015; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2016
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STA DARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY
PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR
OWNER OF US REG.

0 4541 838, 2695097, 2149353

o claim is made to the exclusive right to use the following apart from the mark as shown:
"SINGLE"
The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular
living individual.
SER NO. 86-87 1,870, FILED 01-11-2016
GWE P STOKOLS. EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Director of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office

REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FEDERAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION
WARNING: YOUR REGISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT FILE THE
DOCUMENTS BELOW DURING THE SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS.
Requirements in the First Ten Years*
\Vhat and When to File:
• Firs, FilinP, Deadline: You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) between the 5th and 6th

years after the registration date. See 15 U.S.C. && 1058, 1141k. If the declaration is accepted, the
registration will continue in force for the remainder of the ten-year period, calculated from the registration
date, unless cancelled by an order of the Commissioner for Trademarks or a federal court.
• Secona FilinP, Deadline: You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application

for Renewal between the 9th and 10th years after the registration date.* See 15 U.S.C. §1059.

Requirements in Successive Ten-Year Pel'iods*
What and When to File:
• You must file a Declaration of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) and an Application for Renewal
between every 9th and l 0th-year period, calculated from the registration date. *

Grace Period Filings*
The above documents will be accepted as timely if filed within six months after the deadlines listed above with

the payment of an additional fee.
*ATTENTION MADRID PROTOCOL REGISTRANTS: The holder of an international registration with an
extension of protection to the United States under the Madrid Protocol must timely file the Declarations of Use
(or Excusable Nonuse) referenced above directly with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
The time periods for filing are based on the U.S. registration date (not the international registration date). The
deadlines and grace periods for the Declarations of Use (or Excusable Nonuse) are identical to those for
nationally issued registrations. See 15 U.S .C. §§1 058, 1141k. However, owners of international registrations
do not file renewal applications at the USPTO. Instead, the holder must file a renewal of the underlying
international registration at the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, under
Article 7 of the Madrid Protocol, before the expiration of each ten-year tenn of protection, calculated from the
date of the international registration. See 15 U.S.C. §1141j. For more infonnation and renewal forms for the
international registration, see http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/.
NOTE: Fees and requirements for maintaining registrations a1·e subject to change. Please check the
USPTO website for further information. With the exception of renewal applications for registered
extensions of protection, you can file the registration maintenance documents referenced above online at h
ttp ://www.uspto.gov.
NOTE: A courtesy e-mail reminder of USPTO maintenance filing deadlines will be sent to trademark
owners/holde1·s who authorize e-mail communication and maintain a cunent e-mail address with the
USPTO. To ensun that e-mail is authorized and your address is cunent, please use the Trademark
Electronic Application System (TEAS) Conespondence Address and Change of Owner Address Forms
available at http://www.uspto.gov.
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restaurants in your local community, if not
more. Choosing between these can
sometimes take longer than the actual
meal, but as it turns out, there are a variety
of options you likely didn't see. If you've
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Faster Service

When you walk into a brick-and-mortar
restaurant, there's often a wait to even be
seated. Once you're at the booth, you have
to wait for a waiter to take your order.
Then comes the waiting related to cook
time. Once you have your food and finish it,
you're not even free to leave until someone
shows up to take your money.
This isn't an issue with food trucks. You
hand over your money as soon as you order,
and these mobile culinary concepts are
streamlined to get your food to you as
quickly as possible. The owner of a food
truck doesn't want you to have to wait any
more than you do. This has been my
experience with food trucks in Houston,

TX.
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Cleaner and
Safer Food

If you saw a restaurant with a health
inspection rating of "t,:.' and another with a

"C:' you 'd likely opt for the eatery that
outperformed the other. If that's the case,
food trucks are the choice for you.
The Institute for Justice did a study on food
trucks and restaurants to see which were
cleaner and safer. They found that
restaurants receive more safety and health
violations than food trucks, on average.
That's right: Street food is often cleaner
than fin e dining.

3.

Lower Prices

Even if you ignore the massive property
taxes brick-and-mortar restaurants have to
pay, they still are far more expensive to run
than a food truck. Hiring a kitchen full of
employees, maintaining front-of-house
staff and paying the utilities to keep a
building running can get expensive.
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Why does this matter to you? Because it's
not the restaurant that's paying these bills
- it's you . Higher overhead costs mean
they have to charge more for food. You've
likely noticed great prices at food trucks,
and that's because they're less expensive to
operate. Want a low-cost and tasty meal? A
food truck has you covered.

4.Avoid
Restaurant
Hassles
While food trucks provide faster service
than restaurants, there are also several
other hassles you avoid by getting your
meal from a street corner. Ever been in an
eatery where children were running amok?
What about other guests speaking far too
loudly? Has your server ever forgotten to
refill your drink?
The truth of the matter is that you avoid all
of these issues - and many more - by
eating at food trucks. You get in, place your
order, maybe toss around some friendly
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banter with the owner and others waiting
for their food, get your food and leave. It's
just that simple.

s.

Variety of
Foods

Someone who has never eaten from a food
truck might think their only options are
hamburgers and hot dogs. This couldn't be
further from the truth. Most food trucks
are nothing like the fast-food eateries we
frequent far too often. In fact, many of
them are downright exotic.
In Houston, for instance, Fork and Truck
offers a menu that includes chimichurri
lamb, Cuban sandwiches, chicken beignets
and even duck banh mi. In New York, the
Luke's Lobster truck offers crab rolls, New
England clam chowder and lobster bisque.
The lesson here? Don't judge a truck by its
corner.
If you've never eat en at a food truck before,
you're doing yourself a disservice. The
atmosphere, selection, health ratings and
food all put brick-and-mortar
ht t ps ://fo rka nd tru ck.co m/5- reasons-food -true ks- are- better-than- res tau rants/
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establishments to shame. Next time you
see a food truck, stop on by. It might be the
best meal you'll have all week.

Comments

2

Stephen
MARCH 20, 2019 AT 8:12AM
_
(HTTPS://FORKANDTRUCK.COM/ 5-REASONSFOOD-TRUCKS-ARE-BETTER-THANRESTAURANTS/#COMMENT-19).

Food trucks are at least 25-30% more to eat
from than a sit down restaurant. A food truck
burger will run you around $12 for a pretty
basic burger, when you can go to BurgerFi, or
any other gourmet burger that typically starts
around $8 for a bacon double cheeseburger.
Same with tacos, asian, etc.
.LQg in to Reply_(htJps://forkandtruck.com/w12:

J.ogin..PhRl
redirect to=https%3A%2F%2Fforkandtruck.com%2F5reasons-food-trucks-are-better-thanrestaurants%2F).
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AshleY-Johnson
_(httQs://www.ny_fla.orW-whatwe-doL)
MAY 23, 2019 AT 2:41 PM
.( HTTPS://FORKANDTRUCK.COM/5-REASONSFOOD-TRUCKS-ARE-BETTER-THANRESTAURANTS/#COMMENT-30).

I liked that you mentioned that one benefit of a
food truck is that it offers faster service than a
restaurant. I have considered hiring a food truck
for mother's birthday party because I feel that it
will offer a sufficient amount of food to the
guests in a quick amount of time. I am very
interested in researching more about food
trucks and the different options that they offer
so that we can have delicious food in a short
amount of time to serve to the guests at her
party.
Log in to Reply_(https://forkandtruck.com/wp-

klgin.Qb.Rl
redirect ~tps%3A%2 F%2 Fforkandtruck.com%2F5reasons-food-trucks-are-better-thanrestaurants%2 Fl.

Leave a Reply
You must be logged in (https://forkandtruck.com/ wp-login.phP-1
redirect to=https%3A%2F%2Fforkandtruck.com%2F5-reasons-foodtrucks-are-better-than-restaurants%2F). to post a comment.
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DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS'"

PDRTDBELLO, SPINACH
& MOZZARELLA
THE MORE DIVERSE, THE TASTIER THE GARDEN.
A DIVERSE VEGETARIAN ASSORTMENT OF ONIONS , MOZZARELLA AND ETHIOPIAN
TWIST. BROUGHT TOGETHER AS ONE INSIDE WARM SPINACH DOUGH .

Nutrition Facts

Amoubt/Serving

Serving Size 1 Empanada (85g)

Total Fat 11 g

Servings Per Container 1

% Daily Value•

Saturated Fat 4.5g

17%
22%

' Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.

Total Carbohydrate 26g 9 %

Dietary Fiber 2g

8%

Sugars 1g

Trans Fat 0g
Cholesterol 15mg
Amount Per Serving
Calories 220 Calories from Fat 100 Sodium 480mg

% Daily Value•

Amoubt/Serving

4%

Protein 6g

20%

Vitamin A 35 % • Vitamin C 2% Calcium 6%

.

Iron 10%

Ingredients list: Unbleached Enriched Wheat Flour (Wheat Flour, Malted Barley Flour, Niacin, Reduced Iron, Thiamine
Mononitrate, Riboflavin, Folic Acid), Spinach, Portobello Mushroom, Onions, Water, Palm Oil, Mozzarella Cheese (Pasteurized Part Skim Milk, Cultures, Salt and Enzymes), Cream (Heavy Cream), Salt, Spinach Powder, Expeller Pressed Canola
Oil, Garlic, Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Butter (Cream, Natural Flavorings), Spices.
Aller gen s : CONTAINS WHEAT AND MILK.
NUCHAS·CDM
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SPICY CHEESE
A MELTING PDT IN A POCKET.
A HEAVENLY AS SORTMENT OF SIX MELTED CHEESES , UNIFIED BY
CARAMELIZED ONIONS AND SPICY JALAPENOS . NOTHING SAYS
"COME TOGETHER" QUITE LIKE THIS .

Nutrition Facts

Amoubt/Serving

Serving Size 1 Empanada (85g)

Total Fat 12g

Servings Per Container 1

% Daily Value• Amoubt/Serving

Saturated Fat 5g

19% Total Carbohydrate 29g 10%
24 %

' Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.

Dietary Fiber 2g

7%

Sugars Og

Trans Fat 0g

Cholesterol 20mg
Amount Per Serving
Calories 250 Calories from Fat 11 0 Sodium 460mg

% Daily Value•

7% Protein 7g
19%

Vitamin A 2% • Vitamin C 2% Calcium 10%

.

Iron 10%

Ingredients list: Unbleached Enriched Wheat Flour (Wheat Flour, Malted Barley Flour, Niacin, Reduced Iron, Thiamine Mononitrate, Riboflavin, Folk Acid), Onions, Water, Palm Oil, Mozzarella Cheese (Pasteurized Part Skim Milk, Cultures, Salt, Enzymes),
Reggianlto Cheese (Pasteurized Cow's Milk, Salt, Enzymes), Cheese Blends (Asiago, Parmesan, Fontlna and Provolone Cheeses
(Cultured Milk, Enzymes, Salt), Eggs, Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Jalapefio Peppers, Butter (Cream, Natural Flavorings), Spices.
Allergen s: CONTAINS WHEAT, MILK AND EGGS.
NUCHAS·CDM
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SEITAN AL PASTOR
ND MEAT. ND DAIRY. ND PROBLEM.
CRUSHED RED PEPPER , DICED PINEAPPLE , CHIPOTLE , TOMATOES , AND
PASTOR-INSPIRED SEITAN . A DIVERGENT WORLD OF VEGAN FLAVORS
EMBRACED BY DOUGH WITH OPEN ARMS .

Nutrition Facts

Amoubt/Serving

Serving Size 1 Empanada (85g)

Total Fat 13g

Servings Per Container 1

% Daily Value• Amoubt/Serving

Saturated Fat 3.5g

20% Total Carbohydrate 29g 10%
17%

' Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.

Dietary Fiber 1g

5%

Sugars 2g

Trans Fat 0g

Cholesterol 5mg
Amount Per Serving
Calories 260 Calories from Fat 120 Sodium 450mg

% Daily Value•

1% Protein 7g
19%

Vitamin A 2% • Vitamin C 10% Calcium 15%

.

Iron 20 %

Ingredients list: Unbleached Enriched Wheat Flour (Wheat Flour, Malted Barley Flour, Niacin, Reduced Iron, Thiamine Mononitrate, Riboflavin,
Felic Acid), Seitan Wheat Meat (Non-GMO High Gluten Wheat Flour, Organic Tamari, Water, Organic Soybeans, Salt, Kombu Seaweed),
Pineapple, Non-GMO Palm Oil, Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Tomato Paste (Tomatoes, Salt and Citric Acid), Plum Vinegar, Jalapeno Peppers, Rice
Vinegar, Apple Cider Vinegar, Chipotle Powder, Sugar, Crushed Red Pepper.
Allergens: CONTAINS WHEAT AND SOY.
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SHIITAKE CURRY
EACH BITE. A BRIDGE TD SOUTH EAST ASIA.
AN ASIAN VEGAN BLEND OF EGGPLANT, SHIITAKE MUSHROOMS , ZUCCHINI ,
PEPPERS , POTATOES AND ONIONS , DRESSED IN COCONUT MILK AND
WARMLY RECEIVED INSIDE TURMERIC DOUGH .

Nutrition Facts

Amoubt/Serving

Serving Size 1 Empanada (85g)

Total Fat 1Og

Servings Per Container 1

% Daily Value• Amoubt/Serving

Saturated Fat 4g

16% Total Carbohydrate 29g 10%
19%

' Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.

Dietary Fiber 2g

7%

Sugars 1g

Trans Fat Og

Cholesterol 5mg
Amount Per Serving
Calories 220 Calories from Fat 90 Sodium 470mg

% Daily Value•

1% Protein 5g
20%

Vitamin A 10% • Vitamin C 10% Calcium 2%

.

Iron 10%

Ingredients list: Unbleached Enriched Wheat Flour (Wheat Flour, Malted Barley Flour, Niacin, Reduced Iron, Thiamine Mononitrate,
Riboflavin, Folk Acid), Water, Onions, Coconut Milk, Palm Oil, Eggplant, Zucchini, Shiitake Mushroom, Red Pepper, Green Pepper,
Potatoes, Carrots, Celery, Non-GMO Expeller Pressed Canola Oil, Salt, Ginger, Garlic, Sambar Powder, Curry Powder, Spices.
Allergens: CONTAINS WHEAT AND COCONUT.
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Choose Your Area: Midtown NYC

Downtown NYC

Midtown Lunch

Philadelphia

1/26/ 20, 8:57 PM

Log in or register

Los Angeles
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Food Adventures For Your Urban Lunch Hour

Midtown NYC

Nuchas Truck is Muchas Tasty

Map »
Find lunch by location:

Find Lunch:
By Name »
By Location »
By Food Type »
Picks »

Readers' Poll Results »

Profiled Lunch'ers
Happy Hours

Midtow ...
IJ Like Page

Sandwich Challenge
Street Meat Palooza
Most Popular Posts

m

Archives

Follow ML »

RSS Feeds
Rachel has been loving the empanadas from the Nuchas kiosk in Times Square for the

[l> AdChoices

( Catering Food Truck)
(Food Menu Costing)

last few months. And with the news that their food truck is now roaming the streets, it
was only a matter of time before I devoured a few of these hot pockets.
I spotted the monster truck (it's one of the biggest I've seen in NYC) on 40th and 6th

Twitter Tracker »

Latest Comments

after work on Friday. They said they were closing down around 5:00. I don't know if this

Fred on ..' FREEBIE ALERT' ..

will be their permanent hours, but I was excited to get a snack later in the day. Aside
from the halal carts and a handful of dessert trucks, most mobile food vendors are out

wayne on ""FREEBIE
ALERT'"

of the neighborhood by 3. This was a rare treat.

dbug42 on ...FREEBIE
ALERT'..
Zach Brooks on ' "FREEBIE
ALERT'..

Blogroll »
A Passion for Food

Amy Biogs Chow
Blondie and Brownie
Brooklyn Kitchen
Cupcakes Take the Cake
Eater
Eating in Translation
Feisty Foodie
Food In Mouth
Fork in the Road
Gothamist Food
Grub Street
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They were still offering their lunch special of 3 empanadas and a drink for $1 o, but I
sadly didn't see any 2 for $5 deal as the kiosk has previously offered. The truck's menu
seems identical to the one at the kiosk and since I hadn't been to that location, I was a
bit overwhelmed with the options. But as is usually the case, when short ribs are on
the menu, short ribs are what I will be eating.

1/ 26/20, 8:57 PM

Huff Po New York
Not Eating Out in NY
Serious Eats
Serious Eats: New York
Street Vendor Project
The Atlantic Food
The Eaten Path
The Feedbag
More ...

Flickr Pool »

Rachel loved the meaty pie and I have to whole heartedly agree. The short rib filling
reminded me of a beef bourguignon - it was bursting with meaty succulence and bright
flavors in a hearty red wine stew. The pastry dough holding it together was tender and
buttery. Really delicious.
Join the Midtown Lunch
photo group and add your
own photos!

The other pie I tried was the shiitake curry, with a similarly perfect dough (although this
one was dyed yellow from turmeric). This one was full of aromatic curry spices
sweetened up by some creamy coconut milk. And if I hadn't read the menu, I would
have thought the plump mushrooms were actually meat. With the potatoes, peppers,
and onions this one was also quite filling.
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There have been many comments on this blog regarding the size of Nuchas'
empanadas. And I agree that they are small. But the package is stuffed with
ingredients and the flavors are as good as we can expect. These are a perfect street
food - easy to walk with, relatively cheap, and inventively delicious. I'll be back for the
Jambalaya and Spicy Cheese and some more Short Rib.
While the Nuchas kiosk in Times Square remains put, the truck will switch up locations
dedicating at least one day a week to Midtown (today they're back on 40th & 6th). You
can follow them on Twitter to see where they'll be or use our nifty Twitter Tracker
before you head out.
Posted by brianhoffman at 11 :00 am, July 16th, 2012 under Nuchas.
5 Comments I ll!I ASS comments feed for this post

tiMF ltiM#i

5 Comments

bcantor:
As I'd imagine many here did, I tried Nuchas this afternoon and
generally had mixed reviews.

---- The food was definitely tasty-I was underwhelmed by the Argentine
(meat was dry and I didn't love the seasoning) but liked both the
Jambalaya and Short Rib emapanadas.
Consistency is an issue, though. The Jambalaya one, which was
most fresh, was perfectly doughy and yet held together the entire
time . The others tended to each be a different level of soggy, and
two of them (I had five) got pretty messy.
Price is obviously a nightmare. I had five, which rang up at $15, and
I was no more full than I would be from a typical hot sandwich.
Jul 16th, 2012 at 4:57 pm
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Gate321 :
They were still selling at 5:45 on Monday.
Jut 17th, 2012 at 8:53 am

RBSOS:
This is parked outside my office now. It smells incredible walking by.
Aug 7th, 2012 at t 2:43 pm

RBSOS:
46th and 6th if anyone actually notices this month-late comment
and gets intrigued.
Aug 7th, 2012 at 12:44 pm

exposure:
Just had the short rib empanada. For $3 it was tiny and ridiculously
unsatisfying. Never again.
Aug 24th, 2012 at 3:18 pm

Leave a Reply
You must log in or register to post a comment.
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SIDES
• CHIPA IV6116FI
Delicious gluten free cheese bread.
Milk, cheese, eggs.
Minimum order: 1 dozen. Rate per dozen:
• PICO DE GALLO & CHIPS IVI
Red onion, tomato, jalapeiios, lime,
fresh cilantro. Chips on the side .
(Serves 8-10 people)

• GUACAMOLE & CHIPS IVI
Avocado, onion, jalapefios, tomatoes, cilantro,
lime juice. Chips on the side.
(Serves 8-10 people)

• JASMINE RICE IYl l6FI
(Serves 8-10 people)

•

.

• BLACK BEANS IVll6FI
(Serves 8-10 people)

• BROWN RICE (Vll6FI
(Serves 8-10 people)

• PICO DE GALLO IVll6FI

Red onion, tomato, jalapeiios, lime, fresh cilantro.
(Serves 8-10 people)

DESSERTS
• SWEET EMPANADA IV61

Granny-Smith apple, cranberries, pear,
Nutella & ch ocolate. White almond dough.
• ALFAJORES IV61

Sweet Argentinian cookie, fill ed with
Dulce de Leche Caramel.
• MEDIALUNAS IV61

Argentine sweet croissant .
Minimum order: 1/2 dozen. Rate per unit.

Conditions:
IVl :Vegan
16FI: Gluten-Fee
IV&): Vegetarian

- All request orders must be submitted within 72 hours
of event/delivery date
- Order cancellations within 48 hours are non-refundable
- Applicable taxes and fees will apply to all delivery orders
- Rates are subject to change depending delivery location
and order size

CATERING AND EVENTS

MENU

.

.

CATERING AND EVENTS

M:ENU

DIPPING SAUCES For Empanadas.
• VERDE (V)(6F)
Onion, garlic, green tomato, ,

COCKTAIL NUCHAS
Bite size empanadas.
• ARGENTINE
• SPICY CHICKEN
• PORTOBELLO IV6)

(Serves 8-10 people)

• ROJA IV)l6Fl
Onion, garlic, tomatoes, Chile de Arbol pepper.
(Serves 8-10 people)

Rate per dozen:

SALADS
NUCHAS EMPANADAS

Our fresh and perfectly seasoned salads.

Our regular size empanadas. We recommend 3-4 per person.

• GORGONZOLA & SPINACH SALAD IV6)(6Fl
Gorgonzola, beets, pear, baby spinach, shaved
almonds, red onions. Balsamic vinaigrette.

A

ARGENTINE
Pat Lafrieda's ground beef, onions, peppers, scallions,

potatoes & olives. Classic dough.

C

SPICY CHICKEN
Chicken, Chipotle peppers, tomatoes, onions, peppers
& fresh basil. Paprika dough.

P

PORTOBELLO IVG)
Portobello mushrooms, spinach, onions, mozzarella
& fresh herbs. Spinach dough.

S

SPICY CHEESE IVG)

(Serves 8-10 people)

• CORN & MIXED BEANS IV)IGf)
Corn, beans, onions, peppers, parsley.
Lemon vinaigrette.
(Serves 8-10 people)

• GARDEN SALAD 1Vll6fl
Salad greens, red onion, cucumber, tomatoes,
pepper, lemon juice. Red wine vinaigrette.
(Serves 8-10 people)

Assorted cheeses & caramelized onions.

White Parmesan dough.

E

SHIITAKE CURRY IV)
Shiitake mushrooms, eggplant, zucchini, potatoes,
onions, peppers & coconut milk. Turmeric dough.
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
Pat La Frieda's sweet italian pork sausage, marinara
sauce with fresh basil. White parmesan dough .

• KALE CAESAR SALAD
Kale, charred corn, grape tomatoes, parmesan
croutons. Lemon garlic vinaigrette.
(Serves 8-10 people)

• QUINOA WITH ROASTED VEGETABLES
Quinoa, roasted sweet potatoes, ted onion, zucchini,
mushrooms. Chimichurri dressing.
(Serves 8-10 people)

H HAM AND CHEESE
Ham, mozzarella cheese, caramelized onions.
classic dough

Rate per dozen:

NAKED NUCHAS 16fl
Deconstructed empanadas served with rice.

R

SHORT RIB
Creekstone Farm's slow braised in red wine, onions, peppers
& fresh herbs. Rosemary dough.

V

VEGAN SEITAN AL PASTOR IVS)
Seitan, pineapple, chipotle, crushed red peppers, tomatoes
and apple cider vinegar. Classic dough .

Rate per dozen:

• SPICY CHICKEN
• GROUND BEEF & OLIVES
• SHIITAKE CURRY IV)
Rate per dish (serves 8-10 people)
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
SERIAL NUMBER: 88/128,594
MARK: DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS
APPLICANT: Nuchas, LLC
Attn: William H. Dawe, III, Examining Attorney, Law Office 108

Commissioner for Trademarks
P.O. Box 1451
Alexandria, VA 22313-1451
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION AFTER FINAL OFFICE ACTION
Dear Madam Commissioner:
In response to Examiner's Office Action dated July 29, 20 19, please note the following.
The subject application Ser. No. 88/128,594 for registration of the mark DIFFERENT IS
DELICIOUS has been applied in respect of:
"Dough-enrobed foods consisting of a dough-based wrapper with fillings consisting
primarily of meats, poultry, fish, fruits and vegetables and cheese, for consumption on or
off the premises; Empanadas, for consumption on or off the premises" in Int. Cl. 30,
" Online retail store services featuring empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other
dough pockets w ith fillings; online wholesale retail store services featuring empanadas,
croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings; wholesale retail store
services empanadas, croissants, medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings; online
retail store services offering hand-held foods ; food kiosk services; franchising services,
namely, offering business management and assistance in establishing a restaurant, food
truck, kiosk, or food cart; retail store services offering empanadas, croissants,
medialunos, and other dough pockets with fillings" in Int. Cl. 35,
and
"providing food and drink via a mobile truck; providing food and drink via a food cart;
providing food and drink, namely, empanadas and other dough pockets with fillings;
Restaurants at temporary locations" in Int. Cl. 43.
The current Application for registration of DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS been rejected in
Class 43 on:
U.S. Registration No. 5,130,316 for DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT that was registered on
"restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off
the premises" in Int. Class 43 (the "Cited Mark").

Docket No.: 2496.AB 05 TM 1 US

The Cited Mark is owned by the company that runs the chain of Wendy' s hamburger and
fries fast food restaurants.
Reconsideration is thought to be in order.
1. LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION:

In comparing the Applicant's DIFFIRENT DELICIOUS Mark to the Cited Mark
(DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT), the Trademark Examining Attorney stated the §2(d)
analysis regarding "likelihood of confusion" would rely on the multiple DuPont
infringement factors. See, e.g. , In re E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. , 476 F.2d 1357
(C.C.P.A. 1973). These factors include, inter aha, "similarity of marks, similarity of
goods, similarity of trade channels," etc.

However, after citing to Du Pont, the Examiner then used a two-part analysis to
reach a broad conclusion that the Applicant's Mark is too similar to the Cited Mark, and
that the goods and services are also similar. First, the Examiner reviewed the mark for
similarity in "sight, sound, connotation and commercial impression," and second, for
"similarity of goods/services" and "market channels." Based upon a multiplicity of
differences overlooked by this analysis, Applicant respectfully submits that there are
substantive differences that overcome any alleged "likelihood of confusion" objections
set forth in the Office Action. The Applicant's Mark should therefore be allowed to
proceed to registration upon the Principal Register.
APPLICANT'S RESPONSES TO THE OFFICE ACTION TWO-PART ANALYSIS:
Although the Applicant's Mark bears some similarity to the Cited Mark, there are
other factors relating to the marks that differentiate their sight, sound and commercial
impression. Moreover, under the traditional Anti-Dissection Rule, any comparison of
marks for §2(d) purposes is generally performed by viewing the marks "as a whole."
th
See, e.g., Jet Inc. v. Sewage Aeration Systems, 165 F.3d 419, 423 (6 Cir. 1999); see,
also, Midwest Guaranty Bank v. Guaranty Bank, 270 F. Supp. 2d 900, 911 (E.D. Mich.
2003); Electropix v. Libertv Livewire, 178 F. Supp. 2d 11 25, 1131 (C.D.CA 2001). In
this matter, it is respectfully submitted that the Trademark Examiner did not observe the
Anti-Dissection rule by failing to look at the Applicant' s Mark as a whole, and by
concentrating only on one of the two literal elements.

Similadty of marks in Sight, Sound, Connotation and Comme1·cial Imprnssion.
A. Similadties and Differences In Sight:

Applicant submits that there is no likelihood of confusion in that Applicant's
Mark and the Cited Mark are not, as the Examining Attorney suggests, highly similar in
appearance, sound, connotation, and commercial impression when viewed as a whole.

2
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The Examining Attorney's Section 2(d) refusal suggests that greater weight be
given to the "dominant feature" of Applicant's mark in determining whether a likelihood
of confusion exists.
The Cited Mark, according to the descriptions contained in the registration,
consists of the words "DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT". In contrast, Applicant' s Mark
consists of the word mark "DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS".
Contrary to Examining Attorney's opinion, in the applied for mark the word
DIFFERENT is the dominant feature of the mark, while in the Cited Mark, the dominant
feature is which act as an immediate visual draw for consumers, is DELICIOUSLY, both
being first words in the word combinations of both marks, and it is inappropriate both to
point to the similarities between the less prominent portion of the Cited Mark and
Applicant' s mark, and to view the component segments of the marks, rather than the
marks in their entirety. In re Home Builders Association of Greenville, 18 U.S.P.Q.2d
1313, 1317 (TTAB 1990); In re Hearst Corp., 25 U.S.P.Q.2d 1238, 1239 (CAFC 1992)
("marks tend to be viewed in their entireties, and all components thereof must be given
appropriate weight"), and Id. ("When GIRL is given fair weight, along with VARGA,
confusion with VARGAS becomes less likely.").
The In re Lar Mor Int'!, Inc., 221 USPQ 180 decision clearly states that in the case
of the marks BIEN JOLIE and TRES JOLIE confusion was not likely, despite the marks '
substantially similar meanings, because of, inter alia, the highly laudatory nature of the
wording "JOLIE," and the "obvious visual and phonetic differences" between the marks.
At the present case, similarly, despite the fact that the Applicant and Registrant
use similar wording in their respective marks, the phonetic and visual differences are so
great that no confusion is likely: the combinations of the positioning of the words are
different (DIFFERENT preceding IS and DELICIOUS in the applied for mark), while in
the registered mark there is no IS, and DELICIOUSLY (different visually and
phonetically from Applicant's DELICIOUS) precedes DIFFERENT.
Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, all of these elements must be weighed to
accurately ascertain the overall impression of sight of the Applicant's Mark. Applicant
respectfully submits that the use of these additional elements was overlooked in the
Office Action. As a result, in reviewing the Applicant' s Mark as a whole under the AntiDissection Rule, there are numerous visual differences that would create a total overall
impression of sight that is markedly different from the impression conveyed by Cited
Mark, such dissimilarity is so strong that confusion is not likely even without Cited
Mark's concentric Eye design. As a result, taken as a whole, Applicant respectfully
submits the likelihood of confusion of the Cited Mark with Applicant's mark is reduced
or eliminated.
In the instant Office Action, the Examiner compares the sound of Applicant' s
Mark to the Cited Mark, ignoring the obvious differences resulting from the different first

3
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letters of the respective marks. Under the Anti-Dissection rule, the marks should be
viewed in their entirety, as a whole, to check for likelihood of confusion. See Section
1(A), supra. In this regard, the sounds of the marks in question are totally different.
Applicant respectfully submits that the test for differences in sound favor granting
Applicant registration, as confusion is not likely when the marks are compared as a
whole.
Further, the fact that the Applicant's mark and the cited mark have in common a
generic term as a portion thereof is not determinative. In Royal Petroleum Corporation v.
River States Oil Company v. Union Oil Company of California, 136 USPQ 79 (TTAB
1962) the Board specifically held that " it has been consistently held that trademarks will
not ordinarily be held confusingly similar because each of them includes a word of that
type" (suggestive as opposed to arbitrary). As a result, the Board allowed
(1) Applicant Petroleum a registration for ROYAL for gasoline;
(2) Applicant Union a registration for ROYAL 76 for gasoline;
(3) Applicant River a registration for ROYAL with a background "RS" for
gasolines;
(4) Applicant River a registration for ROYAL LUBE for lubricating oil.
Obviously, only minor differences were required to avoid confusion. In this case,
the cumulative differences are greater than what existed in the Royal case. Applicant's
mark contains the word IS, which changes the whole meaning of the mark. Here the
marks are clearly distinguishable.
"DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS" is a unitary mark formation causing the same to
neither look alike nor sound alike "DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT" .
The differences in the marks are more than sufficient to avoid confusion.
Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that confusion is unlikely.

B. Applicant's Mark and the Cited Mark Are Dissimilar in Meaning,
Connotation and Comme1-cial Impression.

Applicant's Mark and the Cited Mark do not have the same meaning.
Under the Anti-Dissection Rule, a mark must be weighed "as a whole" when
compared to another in § 2(d) analysis. See Section l.A., supra. In this case, the
connotation imparted by the Cited Mark as a whole is different from that of the
Applicant' s mark.

4
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Furthermore, the connotations of each mark would be quite different even when
we were to dissect the literal elements of the respective marks. The connotation
difference chiefly arises through the positioning of the adjective DIFFERENT, verb IS,
and adjective DELICIOUS in the applied for mark, and the positioning of the adverb
DELICIOUSLY and adjective DIFFERENT in the Cited Mark.
In any case, DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is a fanciful term and one cannot be
confused with the other - DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT.
The connotation in the applied for mark is entirely different from the mark of the
Cited Mark, and these differences were not included in the Office Action analysis.
Moreover, these differences in connotation also yield differences in Commercial
Impression.
DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS, in this case, has a deeper meaning than the Cited
Mark.
As is described in the attached screenshots of the Applicant's website, in the
"OUR MISSION" portion of the "ABOUT US" page of the Applicant's website:
"OUR MISSION .
It's our differences, not our similarities, that make the world a place worth living,
exploring, and tasting. We are on a mission to bridge cultural divides through unique
flavors from everywhere on earth that remind us how delicious our differences can be."
Therefore, it is obvious from the above statement that Applicant's different
approach to the food they serve - they sell traditional Argentinian empanadas - delicious
foods that are different, which fit in the palm of a hand (no fork or plate is necessary).
The Applicant operates in New York City, a place that is very different to any
other city, American or foreign, and the Applicant celebrates cultural differences through
an attempt to bridge such differences through its food that it serves to the diverse and
different crowds of New York city, through a food offering that is flavorful and different.
Hence the worldplay in its mark, i.e. , DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS.
Applicant further desribes on its website:
"ABOUT US .
Nuchas is an American made but internationally inspired handheld food company
that spnmg from a kiosk in Time Square, New York City. It became known for its awardwinning Nuchas, the ultimate evolution of an age-old concept: the handheld meal known
as empanadas.
Perfectly baked and purposefully shaped to put all the flavors, aromas and colors
that make up our melting pot, in the palm of your hand. In a frantically-paced society, as
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digitally connected as it is culturally divided, Nuchas offer a timely marriage of culture
and convenience no other handheld meal on earth can."
"OUR STORY & MISSION.
In 2009, Ariel and his wife (Leni) arrived in New York City with two things:
$9,000 and a dream!
That dream? To transform a staple of Argentinian culture - the iconic empanada into a gourmet meal so delicious, so convenient and so simple that the rest of the world
would love and trust. .. and yes, why not, to disrupt the fast-food industry!
FOR ARIEL, NEW YORK WAS THE INSPIRATION BEHIND NUCHAS:
"I've always been fascinated by the fast-paced, cultural melting pot of New York,
and by the competitive spirit of this city. When it comes to food, the expectations for
quality and culinary creativity are high. Whether it's for a couple racing through the
airport to catch a plane, professionals seeking a quick lunch solution, or parents packing
the lunch-bag for their kids, I envisioned Nuchas as deliciously baked handheld meals
that fit neatly in the palm of a hand (no plates, no forks, no fuss) - simple to eat, yet
brimming with complex tastes, aromas and colors from all over the world".
In 2011 , Nuchas opened its first retail location in the heart of NYC, Times
Square. Soon after we opened our first food truck, and two additional pushcarts helping
us create a reputation among the NYC street food scene. In 2013, Nuchas won Rookie of
the Year Vendy A ward and in the same year, we opened our second retail location in
Greeley Square. In 2014, we won the People's Taste Vendy Award and it's been fastgrowing ever since."
So, the concept and idea behind the DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark, and the
presentation of the mark in the marketplace - on Applicant's food truck and push carts
and on the Applicant' s website - creates a commercial impression that is vastly different
from the Registrant's commercial impression that its cited mark creates - the Registrant,
Quality is Our Recipe, LLC, is in fact Wendy's fast food chain, and is mostly known for
its Wendy' s brand of hamburger fast food restaurants (see attached a list of Wendy's and
other trademarks owned by the Registrant). Wendy' s does not operate any food trucks or
food stands. Wendy' s sells its hamburgers from brick and mortar fast food restaurants,
that include drive through windows (thus there is no need for food trucks for Wendy' s),
all around the USA, by using its distinctive Wendy's mark:

6
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Applicant, on the other hand, runs a New York City-based food truck enterprise
consisting of on the streets food trucks and food stands. The Applicant does not run a
stationary location restaurant.

No reasonable educated or even average uneducated consumer will ever confuse
Wendy's DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT slogan when seeing it at a Wendy's fast food
joint location with Applicant's DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS slogan when seeing it at
Applicant's food truck or food stand in the middle of Times Square in NYC.

7
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Wendy's (the Registrant) does not sell empanadas. Applicant does not sell
hamburgers or fries. The respective channels of trade are different. The respective
customers are different (eaters of Wendy' s horrible, hannful and unhealthy fast food,
including hamburgers and fries, who do not take care of themselves or their diet and do
not watch what they eat, in the case of the Registrant, versus Applicant' s healthy
empanadas (which include vegetarian only filling options and other healthy fillings such
as 100% vegan empanada fillings - see attached menus) eating lunch crown in
Manhattan, New York).
Applicant says on its website:
"UNLIKE THE HOT DOG, WE KNOW WHAT'S INSIDE.
We prepare all the recipes by hand and use no fillers or additives commonly
added to cut comers or lower costs. We carefully choose premium and genuinely raw
ingredients from purveyors that share core values and are source verified (no added
hormones and no antibiotics)."
~
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Furthermore, Nuchas the Applicant sells beer and wine at its food stands ,
while Wendy's does not sell alcohol at its fast food joints.
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Below is an advert display at one of the Applicant's food stands showing
that Beer and Wine are for sale at that location:

Thus, the healthy vegetarian and vegan food and beer and wine
consuming public at the Applicant's food trucks and food stands in Manhattan is
very different from the unhealthy fast food eating sugary sodas guzzling
customers of Wendy's.

10
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WENDY'S' COMBO MEALS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _®)i

3 CHICKEH NUGGETS

1 $
CHICK EH
SEHSATIOH

-

(6 PIECES)

.....

.. ,2.85

" '12.85

5 OAVE"S HOT "N JUICY
1/2 lb... DOUBLE

-

..~tt'

8 FRIED CHICKEN

6 SIHGLE

Mushroom Melt

(2 PIECES) R,.ulM/ Spky

. .,6.35

9 SHRIMP SUPREME

UPGRADE YOUR COMBO
UPGRADE YOUR REGULAR/LARGE COMBO MEAL FRIES
TO JR. CHILI OR CHEESE BAKED POTATO FO R

RM0.99!

-

. .12.15
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VEGGIE IIMPAKADAB
PORTODELLO

1
Ponobello
mozzarellamushrooms
8, fresh he·l
sp5n~.
lona1
rue.
pinaconhdougn

SPICY CHEESE

.

Assorted cheese!! a, caramelized .
White Parme1;an dough.
oruoN.

6 1:llITAKE CURRY

V C1'N -

Sh!1take mushrooms, eggplant zucchi .
onions, peppers 8, coconut milk. T u ~ ~ •

SWEET EMPAIIADAB

3

Granny-Smith, C?nberries pear, nutella
8t chocolate. White almond aough.

HOT 11:av:aa&GBS
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O
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JtOT Cl ocoL TE

00 F

T

/MATE

OOLD aav:aa&GBS
SPECIALTY
sEV£RAGES

$3

SODAla
WATER

l'&&TRIBS .. swaltl'II
MBDl&LUJfA8 Argentine fflffl cn,jpant.
&LF&.JORB8 The or1&inal Argentine.,..._

•

3

$2

•2
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MEAT EMPA:NADAS

2

VEGGIE EMPANADAS
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As the attached Wendy's press release from February 11 , 20 16, stated: " ...
participating Wendy's in Gainesville, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, Tallahassee, Tam12a
and West Palm are offering customers the opportunity to try the deliciouslv differen~
Dave's SingfeDI for only $0.69 on Tuesday February 16, 2016."
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"Dave' s Single" is a known Wendy' s trademark. A consumer will not confuse a
" deliciously different" Dave's Single hamburger, which is clearly a product of Wendy ' s,
with Applicant's DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS slogan on its food truck selling
empanadas, not hamburgers.

DAVE'S SINGLE
Word Mark
Goods and Services
Standard Characters Claimed
Mark Drawing Code

DAVE'S SINGLE
IC 030. US 046. G & S: Sandwiches. FIRST USE : 20151223.
FIRST USE IN COMMERCE 20160129
(4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

16
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Serial Number
Filing Date
Current Basis
Original Filing Basis
Published for Opposition
Registration Number
Registration Date
Owner

Attorney of Record
Prior Registrations
Disclaimer

Type of Mark
Register
Other Data
Live/Dead Indicator

86871870
January 11 , 2016

1A
1B
April 19, 2016
5143139
February 14, 2017
(REGISTRANT) Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY DELAWARE One Dave Thomas Boulevard Dublin
OHIO 43017
Ryan M. Bednarczuk
2149353;2695097;4541838
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE
"SINGLE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN
TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL
The name(s}, portrait(s}, and/or signature(s) shown in the mark
does not identify a particular living individual.
LIVE

The color schemes that Applicant uses on its food trucks an in which it displays it
DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark (brown-orange and black colors) different from
Wendy's red color scheme on its restaurants and restaurant displays showing the
DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT mark (red and white).

DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS
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GtT STAR~D RIGMT AWAY

•

--

Examiner argues in his Final Office Action that " It is noted that it is common for
restaurants to have mobile restaurant services." However, that is not accurate at all. It is
actually not the case at all that restaurants would commonly have a food tmck or a food
cart outside of the actual restaurant. If anything, to the contrary, food tmck provision of
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food culture is a unique phenomenon unrelated to brick and mortar restaurants - the
whole concept behind a food truck or a food cart is that it is an economical mobile
alternative to a restaurant, and the prices on food trucks and carts are much lower than at
restaurants, and the wait time for food is much shorter at food trucks versus restaurants.
As is described in the attached Exhibit article from www.forkandtruck.com, "5
Reasons Food Trucks Are Better Than Restaurants", food trucks are a different
phenomenon to restaurants, and "food trucks are actually better than restaurants" because
of " l) faster service; 2) cleaner and safer food; 3) lower prices; 4) avoid restaurant
hassles; 5) variety of foods".
Therefore, even if some restaurants may also sell their food from a truck, at food
festivals, etc., those are usually isolated one time events, whereas food trucks are an
intended and specific alternative to brick and mortar restaurants, that exists for the
reasons described above.
Applicant's mark is created to celebrate humanity's differences, including those in
foods , and to celebrate deliciousness of food. The DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS is a
tribute to Applicant's empanadas that contain a variety of ingredients from all over the
world.
The Cited Mark on the other hand, does not convey any messages near what
Applicant has to offer.
In the attached exhibits and at one of the above advertising images by Wendy's, it
is clearly shown that Wendy' s, the Registrant, offers a "Dave' s Single, Double and Triple
Deliciously Different". It is a specific kind of Wendy's hamburger, the Dave's Single,
which is a registered trademark of Wendy's aka Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC. Wendy's is
promoting its Dave' s Single hamburger that is sold at its brick and mortar restaurants as
being DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT, not empanadas sold off a truck at Times Square,
New York City.
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Lastly, In Aries Systems Corp. v. World Book Inc. , 26 U.S.P.Q.2d 1926, 1932
(TTAB 1993). The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (the "Board") has found that even
in circumstances in which: (1) the class of goods of subject marks are the same; (2) the
goods to which the subject marks attach travel in the same channels of trade; (3) the
goods are purchased by the same or similar consumers; and (4) a cited registrant' s marks
had "come to serve as a very strong indication of origin," a dissimilarity with respect to
24
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sight, sound, significance, and commercial impression alone may preclude any
reasonable likelihood of confusion. Champagne Louis Roederer SA. v. Delicato
Vineyards, 148 F.3d 1373, 1374-75, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1459, 1460 (Fed. Cir. 1998). In that
case, the Federal Circuit affirmed the Board' s decision that there was no likelihood of
confusion between CRYSTAL CREEK for wine and CRISTAL for "wine, including
champagne" because of the differences in the marks, despite findings that classes of
goods, channels of trade, and purchasers were similar, and that registrant's marks were
strongly indicative of origin. See id. at 1375, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1460.
Like the CRYSTAL CREEK and CRISTAL marks in the Champagne Louis
Roederer case, Applicant submits that this case is similar to the above Champagne Louis
Roederer case, and its DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark and the Cited Mark evoke
very different images in the minds of relevant consumers, as is described and shown
above.
Applicant's DIFFERENT IS DELICIOUS mark, as explained earlier, is a tribute
to humans' differences, including differences in foods and food ingredients, who co-exist
in a diverse human beehive such as New York City, and those differences are delicious,
as Applicant states on its website (attached). The Registrant, Wendy's, pushes forward its
advertising slogan where it claims that it is Dave' s Single, its hamburger, that is
DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT.
These two slogans, therefore, conjure entirely different commercial impressions
in the minds of consumers.
All things considered, the marks are nothing alike and they each conJure a
different commercial impression.
Thus, confusion is unlikely.
For these reasons above, Applicant respectfully requests that the Application be
approved for publication.
Respectfully Submitted,
Date: 26 January 2020
/David D. Postolski/
David D. Postolski
Gearhart Law LLC
41 River Rd,
Summit, NJ 07901
Tel: 908-273-0700
Email: david@gearhartlaw.com
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